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· ·· The Negro novelist :!n America is inf'luenced··- by botb 
3· 
' 
• J the dominant .culture of "white" Amer.~_ca, which is Euro-
. 
_pean in orig.in,· and the Negro sub-culture:, which st·.~rr1s . • • !l ~ 
from a heritage ofr: slavery., ..:from tl1e folk traditions of C 
\' ~\ ,. ' the Southern Negro, from long experience with tbe separate . ~· 
institutions of Negro press,· church, hospitals, and col-
leges. He must contend with not only the thematic and 
aesthetic difficulties faced by all artists but also with 
. 
. 
. 
. tbe social and emotional problems which are unique among_ 
Negroes: in a society which is just beginning to grant 
I) them full citizenship • 
·one of the aims of a serious artist is to achieve 
some degree of universality in his art, to transcend time 
.. 
·and place in order to assure lasting recognition of his 
-·work. The achievement of uni versal1 ty is complicated :for l ~ \:_, 
. 
. _._....,.,.. 
. 
. the Negro artist because the special conditions of Negro 
-
• 
! lite which prompt him to speak for his race. may also 
-
~'Foree bim to ·choose propaganda in place of' truth and 
-
' . 
· protest_at the expense of his art. ·Richard Wright·, James 
Baldwin, and Ralph Ellison have bad varying degrees of 
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author. In his first novel each dealt with the problem 
0£ achieving id~ntity, concerning himself not only with 
the. problems !'aced by any young man approachi-ng maturity 
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. . but also with the specific dis~dvantages faced by th·e 
· young Negro. · I ' 
-- ( 
.--)},\_!- .I~ t. ' . 
. ' 
Native Son was the first novel depicting the ugly 
., 
reality of the life of the ghetto-bound Negro- to attract. 
' 
. 
the attention of tbe American public •. Unfortu.nately ," 
·( 
-wright, in his -~e~i:,;a~~ ~o _ cl~_arly and f oreefully state 
the brutal facts of the life of' the American Negro of 
~ 1t . 
.. 
the 19 30' s, alloVired his characters to become stereotypes; 
J in order to make his point most vividly, be drew a less 
~-
than complete pi.o"ture of his protagonist, Bigger Thomas. 
His-commitment to the thesis that the white world created 
sub-hlll)'lan creatures by its oppression or the Negro, dis- . 
tarted his view of reality. so . that his characters become 
• cardboard characters instead of human beings. Sacrific-
ing a rull exploration of his protagonist's character for 
the sake or- hi.a eause, Wright not only ~rustrated the 
C" 
~uth of the Negro's individual humanity, but the possi-
bility of univers-attty. 
Go Tell .ll On The Mountain giv~s a more comple~e _pic-
ture or the life of .'t.be protagonist, . allowing John Grimes 
'• and his family to become real.· Baldwin shows -his char-
acter~ as defined. by more than the attitudes of the white 
·world but s't111 depicts the influenrre--of that world on 
the lives or his characters. John's fumbli~gs, _anguish, 
and inability to commu:q~·cate · his . needs to his family link 
bim With all adolesc.entS; Whil'e the specit'ics cj'f bis life 
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a yQung Negro boy 
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-~ryillg·to find his way in a·wonld in which mOst young men, 
as· well as, most young Negroes, are lost.· 
In recent ·years Baldwin's. conc·ern for the cause of 
" Negro_ equality and his. feeling that there will always be 
" 
'-'' 
a lack or understanding .and commun~cation· between whites'· 
and Negroes, have made· his talent more suited to--the-essay _ 
. -
.. , .... ····. ·,- tffan·-to·· f'ic .. tion;, but Go Tell J~ On ,TI?e Mountain, 11 ttle 
---marred by the bitternes~, ·anger,and faulty,cbaracteriza~ . 
.. 
tion which flaw.· his lat~r works of fiction, gives .evidence 
, .. , 
of a novelistic tal~nt that has not yet developed • 
. . Ellison's Invisible Man · raises anger and· agony to the 
level of art. His invisible, nameless hero, unseen not 
' only because be is a Negro but because he re.fuses to "run 
. 
the risk of his own humanity," to take responsibility for 
bis actions, could be any man. He·1s blind as well as 
invisible beca-use be refuses to look behind. the plati tud'es .) 
arfd stereotypes that govern his life. During his hiber-:_ 
nation the hero begins to realize that he must take .re-ll',i • . 
s_ponsibility f'or his actiqn.s if he is to achieve a full 
and mature identity; that there is a role in society f'or 
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one sees that Ellison has c:reated a charaet~~ who is in-
. visible, but who is man. Ellison's work portrays a world ~-
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arid a man in esse so. t.bat though the protago~i's·t"·is 
·Southern Negro, be is, as Jonathan Baumbach ~ 
-
Elli.son's 
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rendering, profoundly all of' " us. 
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The good writer seems ·to be writing about 
himself but has his eye always on·that 
thread of the universe wbicp runs through 
•.. 
himself, .· and all t~ ings. / . 
-- Ralph Waldo Emt§rson 
/ ' 
Tbe. Negro writer in America labors under the twofold 
. - - ---- ---
. burden or being both a Negro and an artist. Tba t is, he 
~· -~ 
.. 
-· ..• .,_, .. . .. _h, ··- •. 
~, 
:, ·~ 
culties suffered by artists everywhere, as well as the 
social and emotional~ problems which are uni~ue among Ne-
groes in a society which~ until very recently, has ~iven 
Negroes the status of less than full citizenship. 
The A:me.rican Negro author mus-t understand the culture_ 
'" ' .. 
of the American Negro, which, according to·Rob~tt A. Bone, 
'· 
stems 
I 
• • .• 'fro,m the group past wi·t_h its bitter· 
heritage- of slavery, ana·rrom the group 
present 9 with its bitter knowledge ·of caste. 
•. o o from the contact o o . o · w·i th tbe folk 
culture of t·be Southern Negro» which bas 
left its clear stamp on Negro lire in the 
Nortbo ••• from long experience with sep- ~ 
arate institutions: with a Negro p~ess and a 
Negro cburch 9 Negro hospitals and Negro col-
leges o o o from the fact that most Negroes 
still spend.most of their lives wit~in the 
geographical and cultural confines of a Ne-
gro cornmuni tyo These and similar circum- ·· 
stances have combined to produce a distinc-. 
tive minority culture which is neither 
obliterated from the larger culture nor·com-
pletely separ..a-te fro1n it.l · 
The culture of the American Negro, then, is out of the . 
. 
' mainstream of American life, but is still distinctively 
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.Because be is a part~-and of.ten a critic-~of.it, the 
Am.eri·can Negro writer -~must also understand the _cu:-itu_re ·or 
.. 
' 'white America," 1ihich, unlike his own, ··has its traceable 
beginnings in the history of European culture, and which 
- . is, moreover, a direct outgro1it1tb o_f the c-µlture of Europe • 
. . . : -The Negro author's a!!enation from the ·"white" cul.:. 
ture or his countey and from his non-Negro fellow. ci,tizens 
is not strange. This alienation can be a disadvantage in 
tbat it may ke~p him from a full understanding of the so-
~ . .., .. 
.. ciety which he attempts to interpret in his work, but, 
according to Julian Mayfield, it can also serve as an 
advantage in that it "may give him the insight of the 
stranger in the house, placing him in a better position 
to illuminate contempor~ry American life as few writers 
< 
.. "' 
. ' . ----· ---- . -- _ ... 
. ' . 3 1of tbe mainstream can." Mayfield feels that the alien-
ation of the American Negro author can also serve to "make 
him more sensitive to philosophical and artistic inrlu-
ences that originate beyond o-ur national cultural bound-
. 4 
aries." 
Whether. or not the American N~gro novelist can under-~ 
--- ·'stand - the dual culture in wbic b be 11 ves., and whether -his 
- . 
alienation from the mainstrear11 of American life s_erves to 
. . 
help or binder him, there still remains for him the prob-
' _,;., .. ·--.. _.-- .. -- "-' -· .... - -·. 
.. 
b 
-lem-of· approach to his subject matter. He must decide 
if he will use Negro -life as sou1r~e material, if be . will 
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. ,. ....... ,r,·-· ... ~-~··•' I • .write ·novels of racial protest, or if he will avoid pr.op-
:.,. 
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. 'l.., .... , ....... 
·, f' 
" /' tJ' ·~. 
agandistie writing af:ld attempt·; rather, to interpret and 
-illuminate the universal qualities of bis particular life,~;: 
and experienc·e. As Bone remarks, 
From the -beginning, the Neg~o novelist has beeri torn between the conflicting loyalties 
·of race and art~ on. the one hand he bas 
sought to be a spol-resman for· bis people; on .. the other~ to be accepted ori his merits as · 
an artisto ~istorically speaking~ the issue has seldo111 been in doubt:· the u1~ge to Pfotest has all but stifled the urge to ·createo.::> 
~ Bone notes, however, that in recent years a controversy 
that focuses on tbe prob"iem of source material has arisen 
among Negro literati. I~ the course of' this controversy 
the ~egro writer bas been subject to various pressures~ 
-He has been urged to concentrate on racial protest and to ' I 
. t 
y '! 
avoid it; to exploit his distinctiveness as a Negro and 
to abandon tbe :materials of Negro life completely. 
"Seldo~, 11 says B9ne, "has he been encouraged simply to 
be about his business as an artist, free to choose rbis 
, 6 subje·ct matter on aesthetic grounds alone." 
.~ Most critics agree that the aim of any ser,ious artist 
~s to achieve universality and that the Negro artist, like 
. 7· .. . ' -,-4',.., ·-···_·~.-- • 
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through a sensitive interpretation of his own culture. 
Ralph Ellison, pn~ of the writers.to be· considered in· 
V 
-,~ ___ ---.S-.•• __ :·~~i~ s~udy, ~e.flects this view,. remarking tb~t :~1Negro ~ \ . 
' 
- ·. . f. life is a by-product of Western civilization, ·'.an~ 1:··in it,· 1 
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see,---are tobe discovered all those:impulses,, tendenc·1es, 
" 
_life, ·and cultural f'orms to be found elsewhere in "'-.~est- -
ern society •117 
- The pu~pose of' this paper is to exam1·ne closely a 
_major work of each of tne three. men wbo mos_t critics 
agree are both major contemporary -Negro novelists and 
,,, , ..... leading American writers: Richard ~fright, James Baldwin,· 
and Ralph Ellison. It is my intent to discover bow each 
bas dealt with the unique problems of the Negro writer 
as well as with the dif~iculties of novelists in general; 
~o examine their di.fferences and similarities in approach 
to subject matter;- and to discover the themes that· unite 
,If,-
them'and tbe attitudes that separate them. 
I:t is to be ~mphasized that this study 1·s not pri-
I 
' 
m:arily biographical (although, certainly, pertinent 
~ biographical materi~l will be used) ·or historical. I -
0. 
~-
. \ . 
shall not attempt to survey the development o:r the Amer-
ican ·"Negro· novel" .from its beginnings to the present, 
nor will I examine- to any degree the works or other Amer-
ican Negro. novelists. Although the major portion of my 
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~ discussion will b·e devoted to stud-ies of Wright's Native -· 1 
"' 
Son, Baldwin's Go 
. ( 
Tell It On The Mountain," and Ell,tso1'1 s 
-
. ,. :·- ..... / 
., 
"'-~· 
· Invisible Man, in the 1.ight: of· the problems descrj~bed 
---------~-
•" ··-·- ., ___ ... ----~ -~ above, I ·s·ha;ll---ais'o--desl with other works of each .w-rite~ 
~ when r~1~vant to the d1~cussion. The works that will be 
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discus·se·a at length have been chosen f'or sev.e·ral · rea~ons •. 
The· problem of identity, a p:r_obl~m faced by all men but 
complicated for Negroes· by the structure of American so-
ciety, is central to each of the three novels. Addition-
ally, the novels work well together in terms of approaches 
. l 
to subject matter-, theme, and characterization, and of:fer 
material allowing the widest range or discussion. 
~ 
. 
. The order in which I have chosen to discuss the· nov~ 
elists is aesthetic rather tban_chronological. That is, 
although each of tbe novels to be examined may be regarded 
as a 11 protest11 novel in one way or another, and although 
each of the .novelists has felt the need to be in some 
measure a spokesman :for his race., each bas acbiev~.d the 
artistic ide ..al of' universality only to the degree tha·t 
he has chosen to b~ a spokesman for man rather t·han a ,:-'-. 
spoke-sman for the Negro alone. 
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RICHARD WRIGHT 
• 
Even during the 1920 1 s when the ur~ 
banization of the Negro had progressed sur-
riciently to be rerlected in his literature, 
the resulting f~ct~onal image was shallow _ 
and distortedo To the writers or tbe Harlem 
school the urban scene- _t-Jas SJrmbolized more 
by tbe croivded cabaret than the crowded 
tenemento Fo;r, another decade a shallow 
exoticism prevented the l\Iegro novelist from 
/ __£9ming to grips vJi tb the bard realities of 
ci.ty lifeo It was not until the Great De-
pression, with its strikes and evictions, · 
·-its bres.d lines and its hunger ro.arcbes, that 
tb·e plight of the urban masses could no ;J..ong-
~r be ignored o __ Pazu_ad-oxically 9 tbe first Ne-gro novelist to deal with ghetto life in the 
Northern cittes1was a Southern refugee named Richard trJright o - _ , 
-
--
' r 
............. ~., 
-~ 
Wright, born on a· plantation near Natchez, Mississip-
pi,· in 1909, spent his boyhood in a series of moves from 
one Southern town to another.· At firteen he went to 
Memphis, where he worked intermittently at various jobs 
' ~ 
. 
. 
until beTmig~ated North to Chicago, where be arrived on 
the thr~shold of the Depression. In 1932 be joined the 
Communist Party, in which be remained until 1944. Harold 
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------ -·"--·-----·-·-·- -Isaacs notes -that "the cost or this exp~rf.ence was heavy • 
.. 
Though the Communist gods r·ailed him, they did make bim 
sufficiently over in their image to make him more or a 
2 
_ . · political being than an artist." The influence of the 
. . 
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Party ideology can be noted ··in most of' Wright's works 
( including those Which -Were publish-ad after lliS br•eak 
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of the present study. ·, I 
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' Wrigpt•s first published· works were poems, art~cles, 
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and s,tories for·the Communist Party press. In 1938, 
- . • If,,,. 
. Wright published his first longer work., Uncle Tom 1 s Cbil-
. dren., a collection ~.f four novellas • In Big Boy 9 ot: tb .. e .- . 
• 
first story., nBig Boy Leaves.,.Hom.e," t'1right created the J . . 
prototype of Bigger Tbom~.s ·and, .indeed.,. 11 of all his be-~-···· . 
.. 
roes., whe were ever to be angry, b.i tter . ., · vengerul, vio~· 
· lently hurl.ing themselves against the walls that barred 
... them rrom a lire they knew.was a better life· than theirs, 
belonging to people po better than tbemselves."4 
"In 1940, with the pubiication o:f Na.:tive _Son., the -
~# . ~ 
Amerio.an reading public was exposed- to what James Baldwin 
called uthe most powerful and celebrated statement we 
"5 have yet bad of what it mean~ -to be a Negro in A.,merica,. 
Baldwin's statement, however., must be amplified and 
clari.fied. Native So.n is a powerful statement of what 
it meant to b-e a Negro in America in the difficult ti-mes 
a~ter the Depression and before the advent of govern-
mental concern over the plight of American Negroes. 
Further, it is a statement of what it meant an·d means to· 
. be Bigger 1 s kind of Negro--joyless, humorless,, lacking 
'i ; "·: ...... . 
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wit, grace·., and intelligence; ·bitter, angry and ifilled _ . . 
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with .rear. Finally, the gr•eatest power of the book comes 
. ~ 
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· ~=----.,..~--c--~-=--___c • · .f'rom the gradual revelation of' the meaning of Bigger' s 
life to Bigg.er himself. For wi tb the knowledge of tbe 
···- -··- - - •··•····· --·-···---·----·- -···---~-----·. ---· -------·"·,,. -•. -
· meaning of his life and his crime, Bigger is able·to free 
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1 himselr from bis fears and to· beg:fn, at· the end of his 
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life, to liv.e. freely_~-
As Baldwin has .noted, the book_ ca_nnot be divorced 
.from the ·specific social cl-imate of the time 1·n which it 
6 
was written.· Published one ·year· bef'ore the United State·s 
entered the_ second World War, at a time when. tbe Depres-
sion still influenced the lives-of most -A..me~icansj it 
• I .di-, 
brought tbe oppression of 'Negroes like Bigger and his 
ghetto-bound _family and friends, cle~rly- and sgockin_gly 
7 
to the consciousness of its readers~· Wright's thesis 
that society.was to blame for Bigger's situation and 
condition, and his belief that the Comm.unist Party could 
help the Negro to achieve his identity and aims, are 
responsible for part of tbe strength and some of the 
limitations of Native Son. 
We first encounter Bigger- in his family's squalid 
Chicago apartment, killing a rat with a skillet. Bald-
win states that "one may consider that the entire book 
• • • • is an extension, with the roles inverte·a., or· this 
- . 
chilling metaphor. Bigger' s situation and Bigger him-
self· exert on the mind the same sort of f'asCinati~n. "8 
.. 
Wright evidently intends that the reader·understand 
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· ------- · it reaches its. inevitable end one will feel 'pity, horror,,-
. and guilt. -Yet, -although one follows Bigger clpsely rrom 
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one·knows very little about him. One knows nothing of 
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- ' his childhood and- litt.le ·mor~ of his young .adultboo:d-. One·, 
sees the· people around him through his. perception, which -· . 
. r 
. . 
. is limi t.ed and thus iin1i ting. Intent on making Bigger, a 
social symbol, ·wright bas failed to·make Bigger and his 
otber cbaracters human beings. Thus, one faces the rol-
~ 
' . lowing stereotypes: B1gger1 s bard-working, ever-patient, 
fl, 
•• 
• 
long-suffering mother; his ambitious sister, taking sewing 
lessons at tbe "Y" in order to better·herself; his admir-
ing younger brother. Outside Bigger' s family,·- one meets 
pool-room friends who also have no depth (again, pe~haps, 
because one sees them only through Bigger's limited per-
cept_ion). One meets also Bigger' s girlfriend, Bessie, a 
. 
less religious, younger version of Bigger's mother. 
\. 
' white race is represented by the Daltons, wealthy and 
The 
philanthropic toward Bigger and "his people," but also 
·!: ... the owners of tqe tenement· in -Which Bigger lives and th·e 
slumlords of much of the ~outh Side ghetto which is Big-
ger' s neighborhood; ·their .daughter, Mary, a Communist 
· sympathizer, who is incredibly stupid and insensitive in 
·. he·r attitude and remarks to and about Bigger; the .. ~neer~ 
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solve the 1nystery o.f ~ary' S di~_appearance but more intent.--.. ~- ---~---~,------'-~-----'--f·.-' . - . . ---- " ·- - . 
on p1·oving that Bigger bas some relationship with "those· 
-
Jews and Reds" than on discov~ring Mary's whereabouts. 
Because the reader sees Bigger 1 s world largely through 
his eyes, the complex motivations ror his actions and his . ' 
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deeper emotions must be. made-known to-. the re·ader through 
his th·oughts. Gonseque·ntly, Bigger is often forced to 
.. : - express bis feelings in langua.ge _ that is based on ideas 
' 
too sophisticated for-bis intelligence and seems to have 
" 
an ,insight that is not consistent with his character. 
Ellison sees this ambiguity as. stemming from Wright's 
• 
. .--- desire to "translate Bigger' s complicated feelings in·to 
.;:-.·. 
' "9 universal ideas. . • • Once ag~in, stereotyping and 
ambiguity can be traced .to l{right' s attempt to make Bi_g-
ger a social symbol, .an attempt that results in making 
him something less than a living character • 
In tracing the story of Bigger's rebellion against 
the white world, Wright m~;tces use of the naturalistic 
tradition of Dos Passos, Farrell, Dreiser, and Steinbeck. 
A ~lose parallel between Native Son and Dreiser' s_·~An 
American Tragedx bas been noted. Criminality--especially 
' . 
of a kind that is the inevitable ·product of a warped so-. 
ciety--serves as the c l1ief drama tic device of both novels. 
,• 
Tbe titles of botb also point out that the protagonists 
are native products of American society, and both authors 
supplement their environmentalist view of crime 1r1ith a 
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That there are si111ilari ties between tbe two novels 
does not mean that Wright borrowed from Dreiser. Bigger 
Thomas has bis source in Wright's childhood, where there 
was not just one Bigger, but many. In "How Bigger Was 
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····Born," an article writt·en ... shortly after _the publicat·iori ·· 
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_,_=-- o-f Native Sonf -vlrigbt ci tea.five exan1ples or t.be · many 
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Biggers of his childh,ood. All were S:outhern ~egro youths 
.. 
unable to ad-just to the rigid rules by which they,· ~s 
"'1 
~ 
Negroes, were expected to live; all were unable to com-
.. 
. _promise with an inner __ rebellion agains ~ th~ Jim ·crow laws 
urider which they bad to survive. Ea~h shared with Bigger· 
tttiio factors psychologically dominant in [their person-
\ .. 
alitie.Y. · First, through some. qu.irk of circumstance, · 
[eac'riJ bad ~ecome.~ estrang·ea from the religion and ,th_~ folk 
~--. . 
·" 
culture of his race. Second, [eac'riJ was trying to _react 
to and answer the call~or the dominant civilization whose 
'. 
glitter came to .him through the-newspapers, magazines, 
radios, movies, and -the mere imposing sight and sound of 
daily American life.";i..2 
Bigger is a ttra·cted to the 11 gli tter of the dominant 
civilization" but is, fearful of and resentfu·l to1vard the 
<--• 
people who inhabit it." -~,.,,,Throughout the first section of 
the novel, "Fear, n Bigger' s simultaneous attraction and 
repulsion are evident. Bigger would like to be an avi-
ator, but the white world prevents him frorn becoming one; 
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-at the same····time, .he realizes that it is a good thi-ng that· · 
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"they"· will not let him .fly, "' Cause /ilj. I took a pla11e 
,, ' !'>-
up I'd take.a couple of bombs along an~ drop 1 em as sure 
as hell • . • • " ( 20). He plays nwhi te" with bis friend '· . 
. Gus, impersonating both a clerk talking to .J. P. Morg_an 
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· 1n fru~tration when he realizes that·"·"Tbey don't let us 
do nothing" (2?). Bigger explains to Gus that the power 
V ot: the· whites and the subservience of ·the Negroes are 
things be· c~nnot get used to: "Every time I t.hihk' about "' 
•. ,. ~· ' it I feel like. somebody's poking a red-hot iro;n a·own my.· 
" 
-throat. Goddammit, lookl We live here and they live 
there. We -black and they white. They got things and we 
ain't. .,They do things and we can't. It's just lj.ke 
., living in jail. Half the time. I feel like I'm on the 
outside of the world peeping in through a knot-hole in 
the f'ence • • • " ( 23). 
The first ·half of' ''Fear" shows an alternating tension· 
between Bigger's impoten~ rage.and bragadoccio, his half-
articulated search tor a meaningful action in an other-
wise meaningless 11.f'e, and bis rear of allow~ng tbe full 
realization or the meaninglessness o~ his life to come 
into bis consciousrtess. Thus, early in the novel the 
power generated by Wright's portrayal of Bigger' s tension - ,·. 
comes into conflict with Wright's inability to deal with 
his portrayal of Bigger's mind. The reader is trild that 
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• ! me ant. to ent~r fully into his consciousness, be would 
either ·kill himself or someone else" -(14). One wonders 
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· · bo'tv Bigg~r c·an realize consci6usly that he mu-st ·not allow 
, I 
the meaning of .bis life to enter "ful'ly ·1nto his corisciOlls-
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ness" without:;··bei~g .·cbnsc:tously aware· of what his· 11re 
.. 
means. Wright ac~omplisbes his intent, which is to in-
,/ 
.form the reader · of the _struggle going on in Bigger' s 
mind, more perfectly when h~ bas Bigger say less artic- : . 
ulately, "Sometimes I feel like something awful 1 s going 
·_ to happen·~--to me • • • I just feel that way. Everytime I .· · 
' 
· get to thinking about,' me being bl.ackana··'t'l1e;y'·'o·e'ing white, 
me being here and they being there, I feel sometl1ing 
awful 1 s going to happen to me. • • " ( 23) •. . . 
Bigger, unlike Gus, cannot b,elp thinking of the 
injustice-of the white world's control of everything. 
· He is unable to get drunk and -rorge·t about his anger be-
· cause he bas no money. He cannot rid himself of the 
specter of "white; ·folks" because ·they live "right down 
-
here in my stomachn (24). He feels the white world "like 
. fire" in hii chest and throat, and his fear and hatred 
of it suffocate him so that one can be sure he will 
-eventually strike out agains·t it. 
Bigger and his rriends plan to· strike~ blow against 
the white world and get some_ money at the same time, by _ 
robbing an old white merchant's store. Bigger, however, 
manages td prevent the accomplishing of. tqe plan. For, 
-~-·---- --- - -·· ~ . - . ·-- - -- . ·-. '-··-·--· -·· ·-···--- ··--·--·· -- . ·- ·- . . . . 
', ' 
' 
though .fear and hatred tempt Bigger to pla.n some audacious 
act aga~nst the whites, rear will prevent him from carry-
ing out any meditated act· of·.,violence ··.against tbem~. Again, 
the central ambiguity of· the book· arises: the strength 
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or t.his episode of ·the chapter comes from the read.er' s 
l,cnoWledge of Bigger1 s fear-produced inability to go thrqugh 
. 
. 
w:tth the ro·bbery: Bigger "hated Gus because he knew that 
· .:;Gus was afraid, as even he was; and be fear.ad Gus because 
.,_ lf.f..rJ ''\ .. -· .... ·-< 
.. 
.. be felt that Gus would consent and then he would be com-
pelled to go through with the robbery" (28). Thus, the. 
tension between fear and hatred is maintained (as it is 
_,throughout most -of nFear"-), but the feeling of the tension 
,, is somewhat destroyed after Bigger fights with Gus, spoil-
ing plans f'or the robbery, and the reader is told t·hat:.· 
"His /_Bigger'.i/ confused emotions ·had made · him :reel in-
. stinctively that it would be better to fight Gus and spoil 
the plan of the robbery than to confront a white· man with 
.. 
a gun. But he kept this knowledge of his fear thrust 
firmly. down in him; h·is courage to live. depended upon bow 
successfully his fear was 'bidden .from bis consciousness" 
(44). As .long as Bi_gger' s instinctive knowledge is kept 
bidden from his consciousness, his cbarac ter is real· and 
troubling; again one wonders, hol...rever, how he can realize 
that be has an instinctive knowledge of something without 
I 
having a conscious knowledge of tbat·same thing •. When 
tbe reader is confronted by such -a· problem, Bigger becom~s 
-- less of a· reality and more of' a mere. vehicle ·ror Wright's 
· · thesis. 
. The :reality of the injustice of Bigger·• s 11:f'e, its 
., < 
.meaninglessness, and Bigger' s need to ·perform some action 
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whi.cb will give him an identity,· cl~_arly exist despite the 
. tr,oubling ambiguity between his articulated instinc·ts and 
. bis inarticulate consciousness. vlright is creating one . 
of the first existential cbar~cters in literature in bis 
14 ' . 
creation of Bigger --that is, a character whose existence 
· is defined by his.actions and experience rather tha1,1 by 
.. 19 
. religion or culture_. · A~thougn Wright bas railed to explain 
" 
~ 
· why Bigger is alienated from the relig·ion of his family · 
and the culture of his race or to demonstrate bow· the 
forces that af.fected Bigger· af'fected his .family, it is 
quite clear that Bigger lives in a state of almost tota.l 
alienation from everything that might orfer him an iden-
., 
tity. Bigger can be defined only by his actions since be 
lives apart from all the conventiona·1 forms by which man 
-
defines himself: ,family, religion, folk-culture, and 
. 
t, 
even nat19nality (since he does not feel himself to be an 
American). 
Bigger is dimly aware of the need for me~ningful ac-
I 
tion by which he can establish his identity and is also 
dimly aware that in his case, because of' the circumstances 
under which be lives, a meaningful actiC!>n will be one 
-. directed against the white world, one of such scope that 
the white worl.d will sit up and take notice. Because his 
fear ·prohibits him from committing any premedi.tat_ed_ act, 
his meaningful action will bav~ to-~,be, almost accidental; · 
ideally, the first, ~nplanned, meaningful.action should 
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.-rele·ase him from tlis · fears and enable him to perfJ>rm acts 
· · ~hicb are planned as well as meaningful. Because of the 
eircumsta11ces of Bigger' s life_, his lack of education, 
· intelligence and opportunity, his only outlet fo;r: meaning-
. . . 
ful action will ·be through crime. - Thus, his murder of 
' ,0 
• i. 
... 1 ____ _ 
· Mary Dal ton and bis subsequent murder of' Bessie are almost·: 
-inevitable. 
. 
Tbe whole portion of the novel dealing with Bigger 1 s 
~mployment ~y the Daltons, bis introduction .to Mary and 
Jan Erlone_, the young Communist, his murders of Mary and 
·B~~ie, and his subsequent capture is a combination -of 
·~ .,,,. 
engaging reading, tension, naturalism, symbolism, and 
... -- increqibili ty. Tbe Dal tons, by whom Bigger is employed 
as a chauffeur through the city relief agency, are phil-
anthropic tovrard Negroes. Mrs. Dalton, -who is blind.,-- en-
courages her Negro employees to seek an education and 
treats Bigger with what can be described only as sympa-
thetic patronization. Mr. Dalton, also anxious for Ne-
groes to receive ·educational and employmental opportuni-
ties, is owner of the South Side Realty Corporation,.wbich 
owns most of the rat-infested ghetto' in which Bigg_er lives. 
Mary, to whom both parents are devoted, is an only child. 
.·.,,., 
,. 
~·~-·----·--··---·---------..-----·-
' . 
- - ________ c_:_ ________ ., .• S.b~ is a coll.ege student who is sympa·th·etic toward Com- :.:..:.:.: -· . 
.. niunist activities and also., following the liberal at-
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Bigger., introduced to the world of the Daltons, is 
. 
f'ri~htened and conrused by it as well as resentful toward· 
VI 
' I ! 
tbe Dalton family. Mrs. Dalton., dressed always in white 
and mov.ing· in a "sort of wb i te g:tow, t, is a symbol of those 
liberal white people. who "try to help the Negro but who 
are blind : to ·hi-m, as a human being and to the real nature 
. ~ 
of' h·is problem. Biggar' s first job as chauffeur intro-
duces him to Jan Erlone, whom Mary meets secretly instead 
of' attending the lecture· to which sbe· has told her par-ents 
she is going •. Jan's job .seems to be to recrt;iit young men 
' 
and women into the Party. He and Mary sei:- abou,t tre~ting 
J. . 
Bigger i,,tftb "equality," which treatment consists·of an 
incredible lack of understanding of.Bigger, indicated by 
questions about his life and his "people" and _an urging 
for Bigger to ''relax" with them. Bigger' s disco:mrort 
grows throughout the evening, re.aching its peak wbe.n he 
is compelled to join }1ary and Jan f'or a. meal at "Ernie's 
Shack," a Negro restaurant. 
Bigger• s discopi.f·ort is caused by. a combination of 
.;.; f'actor'"s. There is, f:trst, his natural fear of'. whites and 
bis reluctance·· to asso\ciate y1i th tbem. Since he bas never 
- /-
·-· ·- ..... -.... ~- - - --~-- . -- - - -- -
had and does not wish to have. any white person as his 
\ ~ . 
.friend, he is awkward and uncomfortable when he is forced 
to be with white people, and even more uncomfortable when 
the whites force themselves into his own, Neg~o, en·vfron~ 
~ 
·~ .... 
• '"ii ~ ,; 
,, 
.1 
ment; into a place where Bigger can be seen by friends and_ 
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acquaintances in the society of the despised whites. Big--. 
ger• s fear of whites and his reluctance to associate with· 
them are then combined 'With the realization that he has 
disobeyed ¥J>. Dalton by taking Mary to meet Jan instead 
of a.riving ber to the University as instructed. As Jan 
' 
and Mary begin to drink and Mary becomes in·toxicated, 
Bigger becomes.more fearful of Mr. Dalton and the anger. 
that will erupt when he learns about Bigger's part in 
,... ~·-· 
Mary's disobedience. 
ltJ 
Although Mary, and Jan to a lesser -degree, seem rath-
J 
er unbelievable in these scenes, there is imposed upon the 
reader a strong awareness of Bigger•s awkwardness to the 
point where the reader himself is tense and uncomfortable. 
This reaction is caused by annoyance with the doltish and 
insensitive Jan and Mary as well as by the sympathy en-
gendered by Wright's relation of' Bigf\er 1 s feelings. Part 
of the reaction stems from the problem 04 language. For 
. . 
~ltbough Wright can make Bigger's language seem realistic, 
he bas diff'icul ty in a·oing the same with the language of 
the white characters in the novel. The conversations of 
the Daltons seem to be more Wright's idea of what the con-· 
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·1n fact. As ':tn the case of other characters who appear 
later in· the novel (~·B.·, Britten, · the newspaper reporter, 
. . 
.,, 
the minister) the unreaiitj of ih~ language is relai~d to 
Wright's .use of h~s characters as symbols. In many cases 
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. he I is-··· .. unable to make his symbolic characters . seem real, 
and thus they become stereotypes in. language and ·1n ac-
tion. Yet, as noted before, despite tbe incredibility. 
!! • ' I 
of much of the character portrayal in the novel, ·_Bigger·' s 
tension and fear are realistic and ·quite believable., ~bus, 
.b-is murder of Mary is a believable act which must !n-
evi tably follow his previous actions. · After leaving Jan 
. __ .......... _at a pus. statio~ and bringing Mary home, Bigger f'inds 
that she is so drunk.that he must half-carry ber to her 
room. Mrs. Dalton enters while Bigger is in Mary's bed-
room, and his fear of being discovered in such a forbid-
den place is so intense that he stifles Mary's low cries 
with -a pillow., . thus suffocating her. Af'ter Mrs. Dalton 
leaves the room, .unaware o·f what has taken place, and 
Bigger reali.zes what he bas done, he formulates a plan. 
.. 
""'· to p_revent discovery of the murder. Part of the p;:t.an 
involves stuffing Mary's .body into tb·e furnace in the 
cellar. He realizes, however, that it will not rit and 
-·- & 
that he must cut.off her head in order to get the body 
into the furnace. The scene is described in natural~ 
istic L.etail: 
, .. 
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-·-- _ - · He got his kni:Ce froJTl his pocket and 
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~pened it and stood by the furnace, looking 
at Mary's white throato Could he do it? He 
had too Would there be blood? Oh, Lordl 
He looked around ,~itb a haunted and pleading 
look in his eyes o He satif a pile o-:f. o_ld news-
papers stacked care:fully in a-cornero He --
got a thick wad of them and held them under 
the head. He touched the sharp blade to tbe 
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. . throat, just touched it, as if expecting the knife to.cut the white flesh of itself, as if .. he did not have to put pres~ure behind it. 
• • o Gently» he sa.1i1Jed the blad~ into the 
.flesh and struck a·boneo He gritted bis 
teeth and cut hardero As yet there was- no blood anywhere but on the knifeo But the 
bone made it dif.f icul to ~swea--c crawled down his backo Then blood crept outward in widen-
ing circles of pink on the netr1spapers 9 spread-ing quickly nowo He whacked at the bone with 
the kni.fee ,, The head bung limply on the news-papers, the curly black hair dragging about 
in blood. He 1rrhacked harder, but the bead 
·~. 
.:., '• . . ;; . ~---··~.. .. .... , " ,' . . ·. would not come of1f .. @ 
,, 
\ . 
,.. 
. . 
o o o He got the hatchet, held tbe head 
at a slanting angle with his left pand and, 
after pausing in an attitude of prayer, sent 
the blade or the hatchet into th~ bone of 
the throat tiTi th all the s_trengtb o:f his body. The bead rolled off. {90-91) · 
The :rirst book, "Fear," ends with Mary's cremation 
and Bigger•s plan to implicate Jan in her murde~~ The 
image of Mary's black curls dragging in blood recurs 
tbrougbout_most o:f Book II, "Flight." Bigger•s guilt 
.causes him to s~·e,tbe imag·e. each time be looks at-the 
furnace. He is not exorcised of the sight until bis 
crime ·is discovered • 
. _ Because Mary had p~anned to leave early the -next . 
morning for a trip _to Detroit, Bigger feels that ~e is 
safe in remaining in Chicago. He realizes that if he_, 
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.of the significance o:f hi~ act .• Lament i~g about the dis-
·parity between the living conditions of the Dal t·ons · and 
-~~- · of his own .family, Bigger thinks, "Maybe they ffiis fam·11.I7 
--- bad~ to live this way precisely because none of them in-.· 
al1 their lives bad ever done anything, right or w~ong, 
·that mattered much" (100). · Bigger is beginning to allow. 
"the meaning· of his life to enter f'ully int.o· bis con-
, 
· · scri·ous·ne-ss " but now he can do so safely because "the 
' . 
.. 
. . 
. thought of what he bad done, the awful horror of' it, the 
.. 
daring associated with such actions, formed for him ror 
tbe first time in his fear-ridden life a barrier of pro-
tection. between him a~nd,·a world be~ared. ·He had mur-
dered and had created a new life for himselr. It·was 
something that·w~s all his own, and it was the first 
.' ·time in bis life he had had anything that others could 
not take from himfl ( 101). 
Although the murder and the subsequent disposal of 
the bl)dy are acts of crime and.horror, it is only through 
these tb~t Bigger can begin to live as a human being. If 
, anything can· release Bigger from the net of fea~ which 
,·f 
entangles him, the act of murder can. It .provides the 
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' ·-r,: .. " .. ,b~ginnings or self-awareness, for "it was no longer a 
matter of dumb wonder as to what would happe;n to him and 
h·is plack skin·; h·e knew now. The biQd.en meaning of his ·· 
life--a meani~g which others .did not see and which he had 
... . '·. . ..... 
al~ays tried to bide--gad ·spilled out. • • • • 
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him'a kind of terrified pride in feeling and thinking that 
some day he would be able to say publicly that he had done 
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L. it. , It was as though be bad an· obscure but deep debt _to Ii 
- . f 
.... ______________ . ______ fulfill to himself in accepting the deed" (lO;L) • . ---·-----· c----- -f 
] . Besides the growing awareness lf himself_ and of bis , · ' 
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ability to perform meaningful acts, Bigger also begins to 1 ! 
gain an awareness of' the blindness of .. r t hers He ~e 1 ....... ,,.~-,.,,..,,"·),\¥ ... ~,,,;,,.lilf~J;·Ml<•flMt"'~'""''"''·i,.,J.',,,,;:,,;,, 0 • · .I,.~ a . . ·,l!llll,/fi-':)'.-'{<;,f'-"':l;iiJ'.Yl.s'.1;..<:;.r,;ir-s,J:i!.'~Y;.(<fiil i:i:,,{n'.·',<XW:';·..-;e•,;a,;;·• ,. · .y, 
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!zes that each person bas aviSion of the World and the -
... 
other people in it and _that each views other people· in 
the light of: .his own expec·tations. Thus~· Bigge.r feels 
that he bas great rreedom.in bis choice of action since 
he can pretend to conform to what is expected or bi.m by 
others and at the same time act as he really wishes.· In 
/-·-·' 
,s_.,,,.,,... 0 
Book II, Bigger begins to plan the actions which spring 
from bis crime. Released .from fear by bis .u11planned 
murd~r of Mary, he now has the capability ~o perform 
. signiricant action which is planned. With his lover, 
Bessie, who is somewhat unwilling to participate, Bigger 
plots the sending or a ransom note. Although Bessie does 
not know that Bigger bas .murdered Mary, she agrees to go 
along with the plan arter Bigger asaures her that Ma~y 
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. -·····-1'388· eloped with some .Jtrea-"--and~-w11:1·not- returff l6-1i8r·-····---·- . -., ..... 
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·-~parents. 
. Bigger despises white pe.,ople because they 11ml t . bis 
freedom both physically ana emotionally. . That is, whites 
have gfven the Negro a portion or the city in which be 
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. --may ·11ve, but beyond the boundaries ot: ·the Negro ghett~ 
they have severely restric_ted his physical freedom. 
Through the web· of hate and fear which the wbi te's c.reate 
. 
,. 
-
·rn tbe Negro,· tbej con.trol him emotiona;_1y, "f'or be /_Big-
"';J·_ 
geiJ felt that they ruled him, even when they were :rar 
away and not thinking of him., ruled him .. J?Y conditioning 
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J~¥; ·him in his relations to his own people" ( 110). Bigger 
.. < 
begins to break away from the control exerted by the 
wbi te world when he murders Mary. His hatred and .hi-s . 
disgust toward tbe fear and shame engendered in him by 
whites·cause him to rationalize his crime. nHe .felt that 
bis murder or ber was more than amply justified by the 
fear and shame sbe had made him feel" (108). 
" Thus, the ransom note through which Bigger plans to 
obtain ten thousand dollars is also more than amply 
_. justifie~ in more than one way: i.e., it is an action 
- -
directted against the hated whites who cause him to be 
i'earful and asbam.ed; it is another action wl1icb matters 
and which will lift him further out of the morass in 
, ... . . 
which his fa~ily and f~iends live because of their in-
ability to do ttsomething, right or wrong, which mattered.-" 
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As Bigger becomes ·more aware of tbe cause of bis hatred 
___ J ___ ----- -- ..... ----~-- --- -- -------·-..-·:··---·---·-··· 
of wbi tea . ., as he articulates his reasons more clearly to 
himself'~ bis at~i tude toward bis own people cban·ges .from 
I> • one of bewilderment and fa int annoyance· to one of active 
contempt. As Bigger becomes bolder thrpugh his gradual 
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' . 1oss o!' fear, be becomes fbared by ·and so·mewhat awesome -~ 
to his family, rriends, and Bessie • The fear and awe 
which he himself engenders are both a source of gratifi~-• • 
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cation and- a cause-of hatred to him. He becomes c·on-
t 
' 
. temptuous ftrst -toward his family for tbe·ir acceptanc.e 
/, tbe status qu~, then toward his friends because of their . ·I 
D 
.acceptance and lack of full awareness of their situation, 
•; 
..... , ,Jo. •...1. .~· _-., ~- · .. /,. - 1 .. I• - ••• ' • ' 
-~ 
- and finally -toward----Be.s-s-ie- -be·eause-·-o·f---.. :.·h·er .. -fear, her te-l> 
q 
merity, and her insignificance. Although he includes her , 
as part aof. ,his plot to gain ransom money, largely because 
:...~ be needs someone to help him, he realizes quite early 
that Bessie will be, more than anything, a burden to him. 
Bigger does not consciously forinulate his later plans for 
I.Bessie, but the reader is· aware that another significant 
action is in the offing. Bigger despises Bessie, who is 
., 
..... to him a symbol of everything that is wrong with the Ne-
gro. And al though Bessie ba.s never meant t·oo 11tuch to 
Bigger romantically, she now becomes nothing more than an 
outlet f'or -his sexual urge. His eventual disposition o:f 
her is not~mucb of a surprise to anyone, not even to 
Bigger himself. 
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· ·· ·_;._ .,.. succ-essful. · .He implicates Jan, claiming that be left Jan 
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' 
~ with Mary the night before' her disappearance. Bigger· 
clears himself of su~picion by acting timid:. and dumb, 
preyjng upon the blindness of those who would not suspect 
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a- fearful Negro of haVing anythiDg t~ffo with the dis-
·appearance of a millionaire's daughter. Although Jan is 
. releas·ea ,.from cus,tody, pending more evidence, __ Bigger 
implicates the Commun·ist Party in 
4
:Mary-·1 s disapp_earanc~ by· 
signing the crude ransom note with_ the hammer and . .si·ckle 
and the name "Red." . The signature is an obyious contriv- -
.J: ' _- • 0 
ance and one which seems incredible (one feels tb~t if 
Mary's disappearance were a· Comtnunist plot to help ~he 
party gain mone·y, the pe:rpetrators would not wish people 
•• 
,J 
' to know who was responsible), but the Daltons, their 
private detective, and the newspapermen immediately sus-
pect the P~rty. At tbe "press confe·rencen which the 
Dal tons call to inf'orm. the alleged kidnappers, via· .the 
newspapers, that they will do as instructed, the report-
ers grill Bigger. Gathered in the cellar, near the fur-
nace, the.y question him about the last time Mary was se·en 
. . 
. . 
and begin to photograph him. Bigger again stresses Jan's 
involvement in the case· by noting that Jan s·poke with 
him about Communism. The reporters grasp at Jan's as-
; 
i 
sociation with the Party, his recruitment of Negroes 
__ eign-so:unding name (''Is be Jewish?" [2.ofl). Whrle the -
. 
reporters are questioning Bigger, be is ordered by the .. 
' 
. 
. . 
-- . -- . , 
·Daltons' cook (a white woman) to clean the furnace. - Once 
again his !'ear stops him as he realizes that 1.f Mary•.s 
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body has not been completely burned, all bis carefu+. 
. . 
plotting will be a·estroyed and he will be discovered··. 
-The\i·:rrrage o.f 1rMary' a head lying there bloody and unburnt" 
\ 
•: -... 
' ' (204) paralyzes him as one of the reperters pokes around 
iri ·the ashes. With the discovery of~ piece or bone and 
an earring, Bigger realizes that he must flee if he < 
wishes to remain free. The rest .of ·"Flight" details-
Bigger' s at_temp·ts to hide in the South Side ghetto-----and. 
his rape and murder of Bessie, who hide·s with him. Big-
ger murders Bessie ostensibly because she is too much of 
a hindrancei to his attempts to remain uncaptured. But 
his sexual assault and his murder of her stem from a 
-deeper cauose: as Mary's murder was an ·act against the 
Ob 
white w~ld, Bi1ger uses Bessie brutally, and murders her 
just as brutally, as an act against the Negro world. For 
_the white world Bigger feels hatred and fear, and he pro-
claims his freedom from it by bis murder of ,Mary; for 
the Negro world Bigger feels contempt, and be proclaims 
his loathing by the brutal murder of' Bessie. For; as 
noted previously, in her meek submission, in her tired 
movements, in her i!}significant actions,·Bessie is f'or " 
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co:psc iou sly attempting to crush the ·entire: Negro world 
when he crushes Bessie's head with .the repeated blows of' 
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a brick. And. after Bessie's murder.; Bigger fe_els once 
' 
-again the power and freedom he :felt after the murder of 
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• • • there remained to him·a queer sense of power. He had done t·h·is. He bad brought 
all this abouto · In all of his life these two 
murders were the most mea.ning.ful things,,, that 
h-aa ever happened to himo He t~as living, 
· truly and deeply .9 no matter ~rbat others might 
think~ looking at him t'7ith their blind eyes. Never bad he bad the chance to live out the 
consequences pf his actions; never had bis . 
will. be~~---.,§~::t1:,~+:,;r~.,§,>·iJ:lJl ..... iP. this n.ight and day of fear arid· ririirder · and flight o 
I\. d t '~"-b i .,. • i • ' - • - ·, - ' • •1 __ _ •• o ~n ye, wbeL er =n run~ing aw~y or n fighting, ·he had felt the need of the· clean 
satisfaction of facing this thing in all its fulness LsicJ9 of figbtfng it out in the wind 
and sunlight, in front of those whose-bate for him was s~ unfathomably deep tbatp after tbey-b~d shunted hi~ orr into a corner of the city 
to rot and die, they could turn to him, as -Mary had that night in the carj and say: ur,a like t6Jknow bow your people live." (224-225} 
< . ;, 
One sees that tb~re will be no. repentance or remorse 
on Bigger 1 s part. For how can one feel remorse for an 
, , I 
act toward which one's w~ole life has been directed, ·an 
act· t·hat releases one from fear and bo·naage? Bigger tak~s 
a Qertain pride in what he bas done, behaving as if his 
two acts of destruction were .acts of creation. And in a 
certain sense they are creative, for as Bigger destroys 
.. the symbols of the worlds that. enslave him, be creates not 
·. : ...:......-. 
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• ,.;.·_ •. 1 ... ,. 
; : 
•: 
only freedom but tbe begd.nnihga or manho'od in himselr. " 
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.,_. His acts are ·admittedly extreme, but a character such as 
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Bigger cannot do othe1'>\,fise, 
•· 
· - Wright also attempts to show, · 1n .the-· latter portion 
" 
of' nFlight_,_!' tbe· extent of' ~he white world's degradation 
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or the Negro. Bigger, because of his flight from the 
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. . Daltons, 1:?ecomes the prime suspect in Mary's-murder. The 
. police begin to make. a h-6use-to-house search of .tbe South 
Side- .as the newspapers condemn Bigger as a rapist· and · 
. . 
mu.rderer. Newspaper accol)llts. note that hundreds of Ne- .J 
\ gro employees throughout Cb-ic~go are fired from their· 
jobs; in ~ffectJ the entire Negro- population is being 
_ puni~hed- for Bigger' slf cri1ne. The sordid conditions, .the · 
fear and shame in which Negroes are forced to 11·ve, are · 
' . 
-
. " 
again underscored as Bigger, from one of his hiding-places, 
looks into .the uncurtained window of a tenement and sees 
i,j, 
'} 
a· naketl Negro couple copulating on ·a bed while three 
youngsters look on. "They ke~p us bottled u~ here· like 
, 
'j) 
wild animals., be th.ought. He knew that black people 
. 
could not go outside of the Black Belt to rent a flat; 
they had·'-..LQ live on their side of tbe: 'line. 1 No wbi te 
real estate man would rent a flat to a· black man other · 
than in the sections where it bad been decided that black 
. 
·people might liven (233} •· Bigger later bears two men 
l' 
arguing about whether or not· to protect him i'f he should 
ask for their help. The gist of one man's argument is 
that Negroes must help one another si_nce· tbey will get 
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no help fro? the whites, _to w~9m they are indistinguish- ~ 
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able. The other man, caught in the fear which Bigger~has·. y ' -~.-- ·--'. 
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come to despise., states that .he would. not protect the 
murderer who has caused him to lose hi·s job. He tells 
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'the first man, "Man, yu.b _crazyl Don' yub wan' a .home : -~ 
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'n' wife •n• chillun:? .Whut• s f~gh-tin 1 gonna ·git yub? , .... 
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. 
Th~l"e's mo' of tbem .. Lwhite_i7 than us. They could kill us 
,. 
people'1 all • Yuh gotta learn t 1 live 1 n t git erlong wid 
(236). 
As the police get nearer and nearer, . Bigger runs to· 
•'< 
' 
. a rooftop to hide and is found there by the searchers. 
After . hitting ~-and perhaps killing one· of the policemen, · 
_,..... 
·be flees .to the top of a water tank, from which he falls 
after fire hoses are turned on him. The chapter ends 
with ,a rather obvious bit of symbolism as Bifsger is lying 
• t> ,. f'lat on his back in the snow: "Two men ·stretche·a his 
arms out, -as though about-to crucify him; they placed a 
foot on each· o.f his wrists, making' them sink d.eep down in 
the snow. His eyes closed, slowly, and he was swallowed 
in darkness" (253) • . 
Thus Bigger becomes at the end of Book II a kind of 
inverte-d Christ, blaek rather than wbi te, brutal rather 
than gentle, violent rather than peace-loving. He shares 
with Christ the label of outcast of the larger community, 
a label which he shares with most of his fellow Negroes; 
' he shares also the quality of being "more sinned· against 
) 
-------- _:_------t-han· --sinni·ng,--·11 '·'-wb·icn· -·1-s-·wntft Max~- -B·igger·r a-- lawjer-~-·w1·1·1·----- --
.. .,__ ·11.:'.' 
.try to prove in Book III, "Fate," 
•' 
"Fat·e," the portion, of the novel which deals with 
Bigger's~incarceration and trial, contains the pbilo-
-~ sophical crux of the novel. Bigger, at first meek and 
~ • •"~ "' "'' .-• , .., I,' ,. '' C. •. •-· ,"' • -• ., • ' 
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.· submissive--
. Having .been. thrown by an accidental· ·murder 
-~ into a position where he had sensed · a possible 
_,,-- · ~,.~ 
.. , order. and me-aning in his· relations 1r1i th the . · i people about him; having accepted the ·moral 
_ J 
• -;;c-;.,-,:--.;.-_-:-.• ·~.:--.~--~----;-;;:-:;--. -"--------· - -·-·- .---~--:------:---.··-;··-c_·-' ' 
- ---- - -- --. - -
- ---
---,::_~_ - - ____ ------- ~-- ~---- -- '> guilt an~ responsibility for that murder be- f, 
-------- ·--------------·----
I-· 
.. 
caus·e it bad made him feel .free for t·be :first 
_______________________ , t_ t1me in bis life; having felt j_'n his heart l some obscure- need to be at home with people L and having demanded ransom money to enable· him to do it~-baving done all this and failed, be chose not to struggle anymor~ ~- • • • ( 255)--
---. . ·.: · ;·,-comes slowly to a true awareness of r:1imseli and the mean-
-' 
~- . 
---;. ••• C 
ing of bis crime (within bis limited capabilities) largely , 
because of Max, the Communist lawyer who feels impelled to 
defend him. Bigger is confronted, in the rinal chapter, 
with all the forces that have kept him from freedom, an<l 
Max, through his understanding and sympathy, leads Bigge~ ., 
to an articulation, for the first time, of bis confused 
but powerful feelings about his crimes. Bigger is led 
from dazed action through hope_ to a great~r perception 
than he has shown before. Indeed, the tragedy of Bigger•s· 
life is that h~_shows the greatest perception about its 
' meaning a few mome~t-~ before be is to die in ~~--~ ___ e_lectr_ic __ 
chair. This is not to say that Bigger' s awareness corr1es 
to full .flower. His perception is still limited by"tbe 
· .. m: 
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i ------ var-ious· restrictions that f'irst caused his predicament. 
·- . --~----c---;-,-----'-,---------------f, 
... .. 
. ... .,,, 
-- ... -:---; He comf:3s, however., tq see more of life than the sur=Cace, q 
and when ~e .finally asks ~ax nHow can I die?" be is ex--. 
J 
----- - .~ ... -· .. .,. ... -- . 
·pressing not· so much a fear of death as a sadne·s·s at having 
• 
to die just as he is learning bow to live. For, although 
,\ 
f5 
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Bigger ·has again rejected religion and family., he has · ·· .. I. 
-· 
accepted himself. . . 
. -:: · ··- - Max's plea for Bigger' s life, which contains many --- -----
, . 
---~=~~--=-=-~~~- ~-~iH?of'ound insights clespi te . its "party--linen a~pects, seems 
tq make. little impression on the white world. It does., 
how-ever, make a strong ·impression on Bigger', who reasons 
•c".. • ---. 
. 
-
that be must have some worth if some·one is willing to 
maj!e such a speech to save his life. Again, in Max's · · 
speech, one notes one of the contradictions of the novel: 
those parts .that are most .powerful are also the parts 
that contain the greatest weaknesses. In the case of 
Max's speech the weaknesses are topi~al rather than ar-
tistic. Although much of what Max s~ys is still valid, 
" 
much has lost its meaning today because of the changing. 
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I times. Trade unions are no longer despised; the rich-vs.-
poor aspect o:f the speech has become almost meaningless;· 
' I 
·.; .. 
.. 
there bas been a gradual shift in attitude toward prison 
as a place of rehabilitation rather than a place strictly 
f'or punisbmen t; and educatio~al and social. opportuni t·ies 
---'·----------.. ··------·---- .. ------- ---... -·- ·-···---··· . - -·--··--····-···--·-·-··- ---·------'"'··-·---.. ---·--·-·--···"··-.. · . -
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have begun to·open for the Negro. Max'~ speech., how-
-~ 
ever, does not lack eloquence or'significance, for much 
'" 
-· 
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----------- ~-of·-·w'f1at' -he- says about ·the stunted growth of 'the Negro is I: ' 
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still valid., much of what be say.a about society•~ part in 
Bigger•s crime i,s still tr-qe. .. -.... , .. --,~- ··-- _, .. --~ -·:.:::·· -- -· -~=-· . .:=.:::::::.:::::::-.:::-._ ----~-~--·:=...~-==:-'....=.::::..~-------........ --· . - ' ~ - : ~ 
. ~ 
Tbe book ends on ·an almost triumphant n·ote. as Big-
ger realizes·., " •• ·• What I killed for, I aml It must"ve 
. ·:It 
-~·.., 
. , . 
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•· b~en pretty deep· i~·me to make me killl I must have felt •I,} 
it awrul bard to m~rder. • • • What I killed for must.~ ve. 
-been goodt _• •• It .must have been ·goodl When a man 
. - . .. ..... ,. . -- - ~ .. 
kills., it's for something •• _ .•• I didn't know I was real-
ly alive in this world until I felt things hard ·enough to 
kill for ·, em • • -. " ( 391-392). Bigger is yet unable to · 
understand the. exact meaning or his. cr·ime or, f:or that, 
matter, of his ·life" But his awareness at the very end of 
t·:.; 
his life is much more profound than it was at the height 
of bis criminality. Allowing ror the limits or bis un-
developed intelligence, his still incompletely awakened 
consciousness, one sees that his meaning as a man, the 
-existential n~ture of bis life, has finally penetrated 
bis consciousness. At this high point of the novel Big-
ger almost ceases to be Bigger-Thomas, the symbol or a 
·· young Negro in the· 1930' s., fighting the world that the 
• 
wbi tes have crea~ed for bim, and becomes, more. universally., 
the e"ternal outsider, fighting a world he never made. The 
high point of the novel, however, comes alittle_.t.oo l.at.e~---
Native Son, one fears., will soon cease to have any true 
·~·.f 
-·~_._:._ .... 
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.. ical worth. 
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Wright, although displaying (espe~ially in 
the latter ~ar~~ of the book) sorrie eloquence, some mas_~~-~y-~-,-·--·--··-----·--·-----·· " .. ·.:· -·· ; ;•·-, .. .. : . .:· ·-···:· _-,"-···· ' . . . . '···-··" ~---- .. -- - - -- . -· · .. ----~ . .:.!:::-•.• r---~·-··--·· ------~-~~ .... ~---.. ·-···-·-· __,_._---:---~= -·-- -· - : - '-!~ - .. .1 I!:. 
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'of his era.ft.,. an.a some· .artistry, is too st.~eped in the V' . • .i.' "':....... ~ 
.. 
• 
social movements of bis time, too unable to cast the 
_ne~essary objective glance, to be truly free of the prop-
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agandistio ~le~~nt iri bis ~ork.· Deeply involved with the 
., 
plight of his~, rac·e,,. strongly influenced by the Communist 
-- -.. -•- --- -
Pa:rty,. his art is hampered by b·is cause.· 
t ··:.__ __ 
' ' 
-- ...;"": ,. . - - --- ---- -- -- . -. -- - - --- ~------ - - ----- ' - -__ 
• One can follow the logical and inevitable progres-
--·-·--··-··--· ---···--- -------- -- ••• ··--·--- ·-·~- •• 
k 
n 
.. 
..... .,. - · •• "'! ;·· • ' 
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-'· 
sion or Bigger' s life, but one cannot empathize or, for 
. ., ,), the .most part, ide~tify with him • One. cannot, for th·at ·." ..,, ... : · 
. 
. ·~ 
- -~~--t.ter, truly identify with any of' the characters in the 
novel, for al~hough the characters represent a point of 
. . > • . • 
view they do not live. ".Wright's talent is evidenced by 
bis ability to make one feel the force of Bigger' s strug-
. 
. . . gle for fre·edom even· when one does not truly believe ip · 
B1gger, by·:~ hi·s ability to 1.nvolve the ·reader when the 
reader cannot justify his involvement. 
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Because the forces against Bigger are so specific, 
because the battle lines are so clearly dra·wn, the mean-
. I 
irig of Bigge-r' s struggle and his plight can have signifi- ~ 
canoe only as long~~ the particular battle that Bigger 
fights continues to be fought. A quarter-c~ntury later, 
\ 
\ 
. 
Bigger's lire has leS§ meaning 
first published. As the cause 
than when the b~,o~yas · 
------ ----: ---·. - - - . --
- . ·---· .. --
--· .... -- .. . ,-- -
of ·civil rights ~omes 
\ 
; ,-· 
. ' 
slowly and P{:linfully to be won, Bigger' s meaning, his . 
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value, diminishes. In another twenty-five years,_ one 
C fears, Native Son will be only an in~eresting period 
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James ·Baldwin, 'born in Harlem, New ___ York 01 ty, _ in 1924, 
I 
. - . 
' 
is .. probably t~he bes·t known of the contemporary .Negro au-
thors. His position derives from his skill, his prolific 
9 • 
output, and bis ability to s$ize his reader's attention, 
~spectally w.ben discussing the problems faced b.y the con-
., .. • . ·• '= 
temporary Negro. Baldwin· is th.e author of three novels,_ --· 
! 1 . ,'· . ,. . 
two plays, a collection o:f short stories and· numerous es.-
says. Each of the novels, Go Tell It On The Mountain, 
- -
Giovanni's Room, and Another Countrx, focuses on an out-
si_der of one sort or anot.q,er; that is, tb.e major cbar~c-
te~s in each book either do not fit easily into the es-
tablished connnunity, or they belong to a community that 
- ~ 
exists apar·,t from the "normal" or accepted one. These 
.,-
same .QJ)aracters are shown niost · often trying to establish 
·or define· their ident1·t1es and· are ·usually hampered in · · 
. .,., 
'•. 
-their actions by their inability to commu'nicate with one· 
another. 
2 
Giovanni's Room, published in 1956, is primarily 
.... 
concerned with the inabili~y to love. David, the major 
character·, heterosexual until he meets Giov.anni., is un-
. --·· 
.. 
r 
·,. 
- ;.,. i 
~ ~ - - - -- -·------ -·-·- ------·-·--· -·-··· ..... _ - .. - . -· - ·--- -· --~··-· ._ ............ --~---------·--- ------- ----------·- --~ -- -- ·------ ...... ------------ ·----'--'~---
. 
able ·to _give more than physical sustenance to Giovanni,.--·-·····--···----·---·-··~--··---C-------··-·-·· 1i 
. 
f .• .. 
a young homosexual, when Giovanni is in nee·a of David I s.· 
,. _____ ,_......,., _.,_~· _·:· __ ··-·---_ .... 
. .. -·"" ,. 
.. . . ... · '- ··-. -:·-·;;;;_ '..·:. ~··-·:···---··-··_----~----_._.- _- ··- ·:· . •·.··· ' , ···. ·::·-.·;;-·.~.-.-··, .--.-. ·--·· ~ : ·' ;·_·_. . .. . · ___ ..:.... ·:-__ - ·- ·----~-....... -· ....... ~-----~::----...... ~ ......... . 
' • • a, -- • ' • ·- C • love. .. After Giovanni Is decline to the point where lie com-· r . 
.. 
.. mi ts a murder to regain th~ vestiges o:f · self'-<respect, 
David is left to confront himse~f witn the realization of 
, . 
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bis .involvement· in Giovanni's guilt and. b.1s guilt in the 
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destruction of Giovanni's life. . .. . i
1
··--<: 
3 ~ I -C: Another Country, Baldwin's most rec~nt novel, pub- ~--
---~- -~--·----·---:-:c.. - - ! 
----- --! --_. 
-- __ \\~-
' ...... . 
lished in 1962, is peopled witb jazz musicians,·wr:fters,-
singers,. and homosexuals, most of wl:)om en~ounter di:ffi-
oulty in connnunicating with and understanding those·who 
.-
a hould be~ closest to them. L·ike David. o.f Giovanni's Room, 
/. 
·~acb of the major characters, Vivaldo, Ida, Cas.s, and 
Eric, is forced to an awareness of bis own inv.olvement in, 
and respensibility for, the lives of those he loves. In 
Another Country the central character is Rufus, who com-
·-
mi ts suicide.shortly after the novel begins. It is 
through the degree of recognition of their failure in 
-· loving and responding to Rufus 1 needs, tba.t Eric, Ida, 
Cass, and Vivaldo are finally able to achieve some degree· 
·;.:.. at'.. - 'J , . ' 
f 
-----·-"······--·~----- .... o:r· p·eace with 'tbemsel·ves and with e·ach ·other. . ..... '------·-·· --~----·----,;, ---- --·-
Go Tell 11 On The Mountain, 4 the subject of this 
study, has as its protagonist a sensitive adolescent 
__ -_ ·--~-~-~gg:Ling totvard self-definition and emotional salvation .. 
in the world of his elders, who u·naerstand self.-derini tion 
and salvation only in religious terms. ' . 
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, g_reat extent by f'aul ty characterization. Another Country 
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· b.-is anger when discussing wbi te-Negro relations. Since 
.Gio.vanni I s _Room has only wbi te characters, Baldwin' a 
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racial feelings 'Play lit tie part in itS philosophy. ,• An-
"'~ 
other Country:~ ·hotr1ever, is intima.tely concerned with both 
··Caucasians and Negroes; thus Baldwin's own racial atti-
1 
- \ 
·-~~-~ua·es·are· very· much·· a·' part of the novel., As he implies 
- in s·everal of bis essays, it is his opinion tpat whites 
and Negroes will never be able truly to communicate, since 
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wbi tes will -never allow themselves really __ to understand 
the lives.,· thoughts, and feelings of' Negroes. ·conse~ 
quently, Baldwin does not allow any of the characters in 
. ' .. , ' <" ,.,,,...,..,li<-,.'.'.f.5;r.~~<S~1·: 
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the novel really to understand one another, and the reader 
understands least of all. While the Negro characters are 
s~nsitive toward others and sinned against, the white 
characters are. too often inconsiderate and. sinning. < 
Paradoxically, Baldwin takes time m explain the ac·tions 
~ of his white characters, while he leaves the explanation 
. ___ -., .. : ..................... --~-of the attitudes and actions of his Negro eb-aracters to·_ -· · 
-
-
the reade~'s interpretation. In effect, be is saying, 
"you would not ivish or be able to understand in any case; 
thus I shall no_t bother to explain.'' Even those char-
acters who attempt to love and understand are ·unable to 
·• .... , . .,.. 
do so. Only Eric, ·an expatriate homosexual, i:s able to 
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_ -·.-.- · - 'span the differences,of .race, sex, and temperament; only ·-------·-·-·-·=,---=- .... --- ··- .......... ·•··· . 
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. _ -r:· Eric can finally ·open the door to comrnunicaition; and it 
.. ,
difficult to understand. 
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Go· Tell It On The Mountain is Baldwin 1 .s earliest I 
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novel a,nd, surprisingly, the novel least flawed ~y the 
r . 
imperfections of characterization and communication that l I 
mar his later works. Despite its faults.,~,. Go Tell It On I r ! 
• .. ------- - - ·----- •- ""· 
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The· Mountain is. the finest of Baldwin's three wo.rks of' 
fiction ~nd gives evidence of a talent that has not yet· 
developed •. 
,· 
The acti6b ·or the novel takes pl~ce on·tbe ~ourteenth 
birthday of John Grimes, following him from .tb~ morn~ng. 
when be awakens until early the next.~orning when he re-
- . 
turns home with his family after being "saved" at The 
Temple of The Fire Baptized, the Harlem church where his 
stepfather preaches. The novel is divided into three 
parts, and incorporated skillfully into the .second part 
( 
are three flashbacks~ one dealing with Gabriel G~!~~, 
John's stepfather; one with Florence Grimes, John's aunt; 
and one ·w1 th Elizabeth Grimes, hi-s mo.t-her. · Thrd'1g·b· t·he .~ 
' 
r flashback device ( about whicq more will be said later), 
Baldwin depicts not only John's history ~n~ ancestry, but 
i.ndeed, recapi tula·tes the history of the American ?J~gro • 
John, like the characters ~n Baldwin's later novels, 
. 
~ is an outsider. More intelligent than the members oi' his 
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other than the superficial. His deep sensitivity is en-
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dangered by the dulling and ·wounding exigencies~ of. the · .. ·1 
•"' ,I 
' life of the poor in Harlem; his life is further complic~ted 
. ' 
; 
I .. 
by the need.for the love and approval from an older man, 
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a need which-' his stepfather either cannot or will not ful-
-...4. . 
fill. Thus, though a member of a family, he remains out-
side of it. And although an observer of the outward forms, 
---
h~ --is u-nwilling _ to acc_ep_t the stringent and unloving re-· 
ligion of his-stepfather. His shy and intelligent de-
meanor, however, presents to· the church elders a picture 
of him as a rel~gious and "good" boy who will surely soon 
.. 
be "saved" and born into the church. John, then, though . 
still not clearly defined to himself, has a clear-cut 
o,. ' • 
identity in the minds of those, around him. O·nly John's 
mother, Elizabeth, bas a half-formed but deeper under-
standing or her son. Only Elizabeth shares John's vague . 
. ' 
awareness that the salvation .for wbic·h the troubled boy is 
- searching must come from a source other than The ~emple of 
The Fire Baptized. 
Unlike Bigger Thomas, John is-n9t greatly resentrul 
of the white race. He feels the need to prove himself 
more to himself and to bis stepfather than to the wbite 
world. Indeed, it is his white teacher who recognizes 
bis intellectual abilities and needs more than anyone 
within his small circle; it is an elderly white man, who 
.. -
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of love to Joh·n tba t is stronger to him tba.n, the love· be 
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himself into another world, whether white or b.lack, a -. 
world in which loving and understanding will be his. Dimly 
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aware that t.he attempts oy his· white -teacher to reach ovt 
to him are thwarted by his father's hatred of whites,· · 
aware that he and the elderly man can have o-nly a~ tran- · 
. d,· 
. . 
. 
.--J'., 
s-i--to-ry--~nd momentary- cemmunica tion because -of .tb.e. strt-lc.,_-__ ~~ 
ture or society, John. has fantasies of power in which be 
is "King or the Mountain" in charge of dispensing love 
and forgiveness. These fantasies extend into others in 
. ..J 
._ vrbich he avenges himselr and -his mother on his . stepfather: 
.. 
His father's arm, rising and falling, might 
make him cry, and that voice might cause 
him to tremble; yet bis father could never 
be entirely the victor 9 for John cherished 
something thast his father could not reach. 
.~It was his hatred and bis intelligence that 
he cherished~ the one feeding tbe othero 
He lived for tbe day when bis father would 
be dying and be, John, would curse_ him on 
his deathbed. (19) · . 
. 
John's imaginings enable him to relieve some of the 
burdens of bis adolescence. And his adolescent burdens 
·~ 
are many; bis need for an identity, the burden of every 
adolescent, is complicated by poverty, by his being ex~ 
pected to find bis identity in religion, by his color, by 
his intelligence, and by the problem of an awakening 
sexuality, Jobn, at fourteen, is bound by feelings or 
guilt. ~nd shyness and is unlike ,_Roy, his younger brother, 
: •.; ·.: 
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·w-b·o-ca-p·--acc-ept -sex· and - street····.-v:iol·ence··with equ-a:aimi-ty.~-· --- -- ----- - --- . ' ·-~----- ···-
f' 
He finds in his first act or masturb~tion a conscious 
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guilt' ·as well as a su~-~~-e-, method of rebellion against' ''his. . ' 
fatbe·r: 
... . . 
• He· -had sinned. In spite of the saint1s, 
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his mother and h~s. father, the warnings he 
· .... had beard from bis earliest beginnings, he had sinned with his bands a sin that was hard to forgive~ In the school lavatory, 
alone, o o o be h~d watched in himself a )· 
-transformation of which he would never dare __ .,, 
to speaka 
.. ·-,-... ~~. =-· -· - ' A:nd the darkness of JobnB s sin wasu like 
the darkness of the church. on Saturday even-
.ings;· o o o The darkness.of' bis sin was in 
the hardheartedness with which he resisted God I s power; in the scorn that was often hi·s 
while he listened to the crying 9 breaking 
voices, and watched the ~lack skin glisten 
while they lifted up their arms and rell_an 
tbeir faces before the Lordo For be had.made his decisiono He would not be like his 
father, or bis father's father. He would have another life. (17-18) 
,j. 
John's conscious sin is that be bas committed a for-
bidden sexual act, but as indicated in the foregoing pas-
sage1 he has sinned in a much greater manner and in the 
. 
. deeper recesses of his mind there is a strong awareness 
. -· .. -
of the magnitude or bis sin. In resisting his stepfather, 
John has also resisted God. · But John is yet aware tba t 
to attain a life for bimse·1r that is meaningful and r~.-. 
warding, he must deny the life o.f.rered to him by his 
father and his heritage. For it is John's heritage, too,, 
with which .be must come to terms; a .heritage or which he 
·knows,very little is his.to accept or deny. John's 
!}; 
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present search for identity, his search· for the meaning" . . . - . - ~ "l." '.'" .. 
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S!}d bis ances_try. Baldwin slcillfully uses flashbacks to 
trace John's ancestry. Interwoven with the pr_,aying, sing-
~ i .• 
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1ng; p and crying· o:f the worsbiper_s in the storefront 
church ·are tbe .. ·memories of tbe Reverend Grimes, Elizabeth, · " 
~ . 
·an(3 Florence, which outline the lives ot: the three from 
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- early youth until late adulthood. In a larg·er sense,- the _- - - . ,, 
. -.... · .. : _,.:,· -:-,:····::.'·'(:;r:_ -,i-"..l"•it'·',,~ .. ···.··.·~,1 
r 
lives of the Grimeses, the problems each has had to con-
f'rorit, represent the lives and problems of most Negroes 
in AmeI1i Ca.. t 1: .. ,.,.,-,.p,,_--,~ · :·_~~-li'.£&1:f>~~~~,:;;;-);?tJ/fr~:~i:,~i.i'.~u,;f~i~_:·~;:~-.:.of&:.:'~~~:i;;~s~~~;·· Thus one is aware no ' ·on· y,-··oJ.· '·lltiti""J.'\}I.-~-e·s·(·,-?..,.,ill"1.,"•'·"'·'a~-':"'···~---e,~_.,: ... ,.~,--.,, ... 
bave . shaped the lives ··of.' John's re-latives and, of ·-,course, 
of' John himself, but also of the forces that have shaped 
.the history of the American Negro. 
Baldwin uses the flashback to introduce characters 
who are necessary for a full understanding of John and 
his family, but who would otherwise have· no place in the 
novel. Thus, one sees not only the headstrong and sex-
-
ually obsessed young Gabriel but also bis deeply religious 
mother:and his equally religious but sexless first wife, 
-- -----~-- __ , -- - · ... Deborah. One sees also the youthful, innocent Elizabeth, 
I 
. 
and the sensitive Richard, John's natural father, of 
whom John bas no knowledge, believing throughout the novel 
that Gabriel is t1is true father. Georg_e E. Kent states 
that the novel unfolds 
• .... ,· . r\:-
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in a series of major movemen-ts .. • • the 
_,... .. .,_,~--- first movement ·1ntroducing the rl',a~h of ····· ····-·· ···· · · ·· ··· ··· j ! 
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· fourte'.en=year~old Jobn Grimes for identity, . . ,_ :! 
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amidst the stern$) religious~ frustrat.ions of 
his elders and the pagan rebelliousness of 
· his brother, Roy; the second presenting the 
tragedy of Florence, unable to overcome ••• 
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the concept of the Neg~o she bas internalized 
from the dominant cu·1ture--and tberef'ore on 
insecure terms ivi th herself and others; the 
third pres.enting Gabriel Grimes o • . • blocked 
from complete fulf'illment by bis attempts to 
. escape his pagan ·arives: ~n. a fierce, :rrustrated 
-----,·· ·. ~=·,----~c·- ------- ,,_~-- - e~brace of Christianity; the fourth presenting 
Elizabeth o o o who after brief fulfillment 
in illicit love~ retreats~ frightened and 
awestricken 9 into the frustrated and frustrat-
ing arms of Gabriel_Grimeso The .final move-
ment is the questionable flight of John Grimes 
from the quest for identity into the ostensible, 
safety of religious ecstasy.~· 
The,. second three movements are perhaps·the most im-
~ 
portant to the reader's understanding of .each of the char-
acters. Only after reading the flashbacks doe~ one become 
-, 
· aware that Gabriel's evident favoritism toward Roy is npt 
due merely to Roy's position as a real son rather than a 
;. 
stepson, but derives from the more complex emotion of 
guilt--guilt wbiph stems .from the unacknowledged .recog-
. 
nition of and love ~or Royal, Gabriel's first and il-
legitimate-son by Esther. Esther affirms within her all 
that Gabriel seeks to deny; passionate, witb a natural 
and free attitude to~rard sex, she has yet "a firm con-
cept of her dignity and humanity, a~d what is lire-
. - 6 
aff'irming _and- life-negating. • • • " Al though she does 
not deny God and the religion practiced by Gabriel and 
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Deborah, neit_her is Goq·the focal point of her life. 
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a rejecti_on of his humanity ana,· in a sense, tbe rejec-
tion also of unde~standing and love. It is Baldwin's 
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. thesis throughout his works that sex (hetero-· or .. h;omosexual) 
. 
. 
is the major means of communication between people, of 
,..-
true involvement in the life of another human being. When 
one rejects- sex, or sexuality, tbe·-refore, one also rejects · 
one's responsibility toward bridging the gap that exists 
between pe·ople. Gabriel begins th~ pattern of rejection 
of bi~ humanity with bis marriage to Deborah, who, raped 
. ~epe.atedly by a group· of Southern white men when sixteen, 
is sexually unresponsive as well as .-infertile. Although 
Gabriel is fond of Deborah, his marriage to her is primarily 
a means of repentance for .his youth and ror bis sexual 
, · drives an.a .an announcement of himself as a true man of God--
, 
''' an adoption of emotional celibacy, as it were. His rejec-
tion of Esther arid his son firmly fixes the pattern, one 
by which he co·ntinues to live so strongly that when he 
wishes· to break it, to love and communicat·e with Roy, . so 
like Royal and himselr, he is unable to do so. Esther, 
Roy, and Royal ~f~irm life .and love; Gabriel denies life 
and, unloving, is.also unloved~ I•-' , 
Again, afe'er reading tbe flashbacks, one better under-
. 
stands both Elizabeth and her deep love for John, and 
Fl_orence and her strong antagonism toward' Gabriel. li'""'r .. V 
.. 
• I 
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Elizabet b, John is.not only a son, but a living part of 
' 
beth's flashback conce~ns Richard, and his.cbaracte~ization 
is a major flaw in the'· novel. 
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He is not qu·lte real, not 
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·quite believable • One feels that Richard is perhaps-Bald-· 
. •' 
win'· s favorite character, and thus is ·not treated quite 
so ob;jectively. as the other~ characters in the book. , One 
' ' \ . 
agrees with Wallace Graves who states that 
--~---. -·- "·····-·--·· ··--- . 
1, 
the ~ailure of Baldwin to maintain an· 
artistic distaric.e between the narrator 
and the character of John's father 
Richard explains the failure of this 
character~ and the technique which re-
veals this lack of objectivity is the 
pre-sence bere 9 as no1ti1bereels:e··1n thtr-........ ~~,,-
book, of a rather mawkish use of irony 
toward Eliza.beth which causes the nar-
rator to intrude as a controlling per-
sonalityo It is as if 9 in this section, 
Baldwin is incapable of treating John's 
natural father with ~he cool honest eye 
-· .... ,. 
so apparent elsewhere~· thus Richard,. in-
s·tead of being alloi-Jed life· as a separate 
character, is su1~r·ou11ded by a cocoon of 
the artistvs protective sentiment, so that 
the emotional center of the book bec-omes 
disturbed. 7 
Richard is portrayed as a victimiz~d, sensitive young 
..• " 
,,/ 
man whose attitudes are indica~ed by his decision 11to get 
to know everything them white bastards knew ••• and • • • 
to get to know it better t·ha-n-.. them, so c·ould no white son-
.. · ·, of-a-bi tcb notrvhere never talk ~ down, and never make me . 
fe~l like! w~s dirt, when I could read him the alphabet, 
~ack, front, and sideways. Sbit--be weren't going to beat 
48 
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---- . ··. . my ass, then. And if he tried to kill me, I'd take him 
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with me, I swear to my mother I would" (144). Although. he 
.. 6as-l1aa:,,· -~Li t·t1e· ,. r ·oi~al" ea·uca t iori~' .~ffi·s· · irite re·s·t s··-----·-ext ena·-· ··tcr ---·---~~.~- · ,- -- ----~~~--= 
Ancient Rome, museums, and ttthings dead." His· .firmness, 
certainty,· and iritelligence are~ source of st~ength to 
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Elizabeth., but her· inabi~li ty to. understand· his -drives, his 
moods., and--·the. powerful _bate that motivates- him, causes 
~· him to be a source of confusion to her "as well. In turn, 
her simplicity· seems to strengthen him, althougjl, since· 
the reader sees Richard through tbe,combined sentimental-
~ity o_f Baldwin and Elizabeth, it.is difficult to know ex-
actly why Richard does choose Elizabeth. Her si:rnplicity 
· ... ,1, 
:, . 
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Richard's humiliating experience with the police, who ar-
rest and beat him for a crime which be did not commit, 
·_/ __ , 
bis ~pirit becomes broken: 
The courtroom seemed to feel, with some 
complacency and some disappointment, that it was his great good luck to be let o~f 
· so easilyo They ~rent immediately to bis 
roomo And -tbere-~sbe was never all her 
life long to ~orget·it=~be threw himself, 
.face dotinward 9 011 his bed and wepto 
o o o She tried to bold hims but for 
a long while be would not be heldo His body was like iron; she could find no 
softness in ito She sat curled like a 
rrightened child on the edge of the bed, 
her hand ·on his back 9 waiting for the 
stor:rn "Co pass overo It was then that she decided not to tell him yet about the 
childo 
By and by he called her name. And 
then be,turned, and sbe held him against 
her breast, while be sighed and shook. He fell asleep at lastp clinging.to_ber as 
"' 
- -- ~. -· - -~-~ ,,--• - . - .• ···-· - -------. ·- ····-- -- - ·-
-- _,,, ____ ··· ·· · ·· · though be __ were going down. into the water ... -.~------~·-. 
__ J_. ______ ._.·-.~•- .. , .. , -,-~:.,c .. ,~->---,--~ "·"'·--·---·'·'-----·.--for the. last timeo . ' . . ,~.- ...... ~ .... ~---,-· ;i:.i.11·" :.,,,.I··.,·-.~#!,,~,.,:, ....• :-.. ,~. And it was the last time. T.hat night · ' ~-
he cut bis wrists with his ·razor and be 1----~- . ~ _ __ -~--w.as found in ... the. morn.ing -by -his lai1dladyJ -·-· · 
". -·- ----·---·-··"'~·----..... , --··- -
, 
..... i. . 
____ .. . hiS. eyes staring upward with nq light, dead among the scarlet sheets. (150) 
Elizabeth believes that she might ba.ve prevented 
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Richard's suicide if she had told him about the child she 
,, 
-
____________ - was expe c t·ing. It is perhaps true that Richard would hav-e 
chosen to Jive had he known about Elizabeth's pregnancy; 
·-·-, : · · · ·· hC>wever, Ri~b8rd, although somewhat sustained by Elizabeth, ·' 
bas subsisted mainly on the nourishment of his hatred for 
and pride in the f'ace of' the white world. To remain alive 
/ ... ~ 
• , • ''..t~t~~.,.~.~';,'._~-:f,~ 0' I 
after his titter humiliation by white men would bf'fer 
- -·!- ... ···' 
.. .., 
' I 
.. "''""------· ·--· ·~ .. :- . . . .. ....... " 
--~:~::__·-·~c~--..~-:,:,,iiicbai-sd·a meanrng1e"SS8Xistenc8~ Which even the piaomise. of· 
• 
: .... · 
a child-could not alter. 
The presence of' the white world, although not so 
blatant as in Native Son, exists subtly, but powerfully 
in Go Tell It On The Mountain. As Ihab Hassan notes in 
---
Radical Innocence, I, 
The story does not focus on what 
social workers call "interracial tensions" 
r 
--these merely crackle in the air every-
one breathes~ trickle unnoticed in the 
water they drink, are part of the gritty 
bread they eato 
••• The white world is kept at a 
distance--we have only glimpses of a Negro 
so.ldier mutilated by the city riff'raff, of 
Richard, ~hnny 1 s father, beaten up by 
policemen, of a White man spitting in front 
of Gabriel's feet.B 
, 
The reader also sees Elizabetb as the center of crude 
·--------------------~---.--,-----Jokes made by ~be policemen, and learns ot' Deborah'_~ rSpe 
----~----~~~-by Wffite In.Sri~· Th8 theme of "interracial tensions rt is 
-- -- -· - ~-- -·-·----- . '-· .· .- -·: - ----·. ·-
·-. ~ ... ··--·->- -·.;,...- - ·---··-··---- ... ._.,.,. 
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.. ·n,. 
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'remarks and carried through the novel almost as ,·casually, ~-
erupting from under the surface only occasionally as when 
Elizabeth, after witnessing and sharing in Richard's 
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out into the __ quiet, sunny streets, :and for· 
the first time in her li.t;'e, she hat~ed it 
all-~tbe white city~ the white worldo She 
could not~ that day~ think .of one decent. 
white person in tbe whole worldo She s~t 
there 9 and she boped·tbat one day God 9 with 
tortures inconcei va.ble s, would grind them 
utterly into humility~ and make them know 
that black boys and black girls~ whom they 
" •• •., • <-•- -·- ·-· ,a~0, ,_.,,t----~-W :~ 
fu 
··.:{ 
J;:. 
'f( 
~- treated with such condescensions such dis-
dain, and such good humor, bad hearts like 
human beings, too, more human hearts than 
·th·eirs. · { 1.5·0) · · - · ,,_, ... • """"'· •· . ... ... . .. ' ;,. '' ~· ··- ·?· "~.-.:..; , .. ,. ·• .. ~ •;.:·"' ....... ~ .. "-· 
-Thus the ·undercurrents 6f racial tension, the quiet 
outbursts of anger and hatred, create a mood as effective 
and as gripping, in a more subtle manner, as the.con-
tinual anger and shouting or Native Son. The influence 
of the wbi te world on the Negro is sbowh through more than 
acts of cruelty that cause hatred. 
The white world motivates through jealousy as well 
as through hatred, and Florence is motivated as · strongly~ 
as Richard. Accepting the white idea of blackness as a 
source of evil., Florence doe-s all in her power ito emulate. 
"" ') 
the white world and tries to live as white people doo 
Her money is spent on bleaching creams and hair-straight-
eners, and her idea of respectability is not merely the 
.. . - -· ·- - - - - -.· .:- - - - - - . 
-· . - -- -- - ~ . -- .. 
;C: --"'l----····=-· ... ·.··- ... • ··--· ···- .... ··- - ..... 
__ .. , _____ .. , __ idea of- respectability;··but respectability·· a·s··t·ne·white-~-
world sees it. Her desire to have a better life than her-
-~ 
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·-·~· · - mother's is a desire with which one can sympathize, but 
--~· ----·, ••.. ~.~--- ·c:-'"• .................. - . . 
bar desire to live according to the nebulous standards she 
- • 
attri:butes .to. the. wbi.te world makes her a pathetic figure • 
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She attends "Uplif't Meetings'' where prominent Negroes 1· 
speak about the .future and t·he du.ties of the Negro race. 
-· 
She objects to the "common and dirty niggers" her husband 
brings home, nagging him until he must ask in rage, "And 
what do you want me to do Florence? You want me to turn 
.. 
' T 
white?" (75). She. is never fully aware.of the control she -
- . 
. has allowed the white world to exert on her and is finally_ 
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_---,-,··--,··--:····.··-··;··,··:··~:;:\:.::.:=;·::·:-~:~~,,::·,,· 'clr'iven back --to t·ne church ···ttfat· sfiEf. scorns· ·not because ··of .. ··- - ---- --
\ 
\ 
·, 
' 
.. 
htimility, ·but from fear of death. Yet while she prays in 
The Temple of The Fire Baptized and recalls her life, she 
' 
is contemptuous of it and of the people 1"1ho attend it. 
• ,,<J":"-'I 
· ••• one knelt before the altar once only, 
in the beginning, to ask forgiveness_ of 
sins; and this accomplished, one was bap-
tized and became a Christian, to kneel no 
more thereafter. Ev.en-~if the Lord should 
lay some great burden on one's back-=as He 
bad done, but never so heavy a burden as 
this she carr~ed now--one prayed in silence. 
It. was indecent, the practice of -corrrrnon 
· niggers to crj aloud at the foot of the. 
altar, tears streamipg for all the world 
to see • ( 5 8 ) · · · ,. · .h · ·· ·· 
Florence:' s contempt is for the low, common, and dirty; 
:for·the 11·nigger" that she sees in Negroes. It is self-
, 
co_ntempt as well as contempt for others, and it is, finally, 
-- - - C-- -·~- -part _or-aff oV6j'Wfi81ITlirig natrea. fcir b8r. brother/ Of brieI·~- ,--C- --·--- -- ----··-·-· 
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For be is, to Florence, the symbol of all that :(~ worst· __ _,,,. ] 
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cruel, dishonest,. ·ana··,1-rii~ov-:ti1g-~---. fre··--1-s: the favored .. child .· 
who· does not (in Flore~ce's eyes) deserve the love of·his, 
··t, 
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"'· 
mothe~, the love:·-wbioh, given to Gabriel in ·such a large 
degree, shut Florence out. 
While Florence ~ees Gabriel thus, and Elizabeth sees 
.. bim as a stern but, good husband _and father, Gabriel· him-
·• ~-· ·•• ··•··r·•·'l,. ... -•··--·--·:..:::n.'.;.,",.,.:.·.,.:·~··• ... :•;;.,,''"''_:,•-••••-••"••·••·••·••·••·• , . .:, .• '••· • •,•·••• •· . ., •·• • •• ·• •• • • • ••· • • • •· • • -
' .... ~ ... 4 
self recral~s his past, and sees himselr as a man who has 
"walked ·before God in true repentancett {100), a man who 
bas ·denied sin and wbo·is worthy of God's recognition. 
Viewing ·himself thus 1 he cannot understand why of ·his two 
., . . 
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real sons, the sons who would ful~ill God I s promise, 11 who 
.. • • +, 
.would carry down the joyful line [E'heilj f~ther 1 s name, 
,,) 
and who would work until tbe day of the second coming. to 
bring about His Father's Kindom .fiic71' (lOO)·, of his two 
hopes for some kind of irmnortality, one is .dead-and the 
other is far from bis father and God. He sees the lives 
and failures of both the d~ad Royal and the living Roy in 
terms of sin. The death of Royal, conceived in lust and 
b-or-n in sin, is to- Gabriel a- just death, ,the payment for 
the sin or his parents; but the hardness and hatred that 
are a part of Roy. confuse·- bim. Roy is_ a son o:f noly mar-
__ riage; Roy was conceived in a holy b,ed. Thus, Ro,y' s f-~11-~ 
ure must, for Gabriel, be attributed to :Elizabeth, who 
.. -··- -. ·- -- - ~ .. -·- -- --~ ·- -· -·--· ______ ba_ft.:ne.ver. __ ·truly __ :repent~o fo:r h·er sin in _giving birth __ to _______________ : _____________ ~_,. -----~----~~- ~: 
-- ··- · - -·- ---- ·--- John. --Gabriel sees John as '1tbe J.iving proof of'-- her -·sin-, 
be who ·knelt tonight, a very· interloper among the saints, 
., -- ,. -- •-- ••- -c~--~-~ ._., -
------·-----=----------=- --. ·-= - ... - _.c-c=--·-.--.--...:-·.·-···.--···-· ·-·--,_· - --- ...... _,-·-·-· ·-··------·--= .. ,.•----··- ··-·· ·- ---· . . . .. .. . .. ==:::= 
·Lstanding,,7 betv-1f3er1 her soul and Godn (99-100). Toward· 
John there is directed a hatred too tleep and terrible for 
u,_,· 
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r--Gabri el to acknowledge., which ha·s its roots in a profound 
jealousy. "' For John, "the son of a weak, proud woma~ ·and 
some ·car~less boy" ( 100) 1 is ·all that Gabriel's son is 
,4 
;' 
.. 
··-- .. ' . ~' - ~ .•. . . .not. ,He- -is intel-ligent and ··gen-tle-,- · ·ana~.,- ··wo·rse, .. now····s·tands· -....... -.. ---·-·'"·····--· -......... e 
•• . ..!) 
before the altar of God a potential saint, while the liv-
ing son of the nroyal line" of_ Gabriel Grimes lies at 
.home, bloody and bandaged., recovering f!om a street fight.,, 
_____ wi.th the .curse that -be. bas flung at --:his :rather ··still hang;.;. 
ing heavily in the room. 
Interrupted in his reverie by the cry of a young man, 
Gabriel fears that John has begun to accept the "power of' 
the Lord." He is relieved to discover that it is Elisha 
who bas cried and turns back to bis thoughts. The fear 
that {ohn may gain salvation, that John may lead the lire 
that Gabriel has planned for Roy, is a fear which· is a 
controlling factor in Gabriel's life. Gabriel is unable 
-to see his failures as a father,- his .failures as a man, 
his failures in his relationships with other people. It 
is surficient to repent his sins; be see~ no need to make 
amends for them. The grave f'ailure of.' bis 1·e.fusal to 
acknowledge his son, Royal, is not a sin or any magnitude 
.._ - --- - ··- .. ___ , ·--... ·----·· - -- --· - -· - - - - - - ·- . ·, 
-
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to Gabriel, nor does be realize that he ~as nev~~ fo~g-~~~P .. ,.: .. c~-.~~·--, .. ,--- __ ...... . 
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Elizabeth f'or her sins, the' largest and most troublesome 
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_saint but lacks tbe essential Christian qualities or 
oha·ri ty and love. Gabriel loves only Gabriel. He loves 
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bis· sons, Royal and Roy, only insofar as they are projec-
tions of: himself, the·· necessary instrument to carry out 
the nroyal line" that is part of tbe one-sided ·covenant 
.. ::'. .. ,'~·-·········-· ··.·· -,-~--,--~-,,.,··,···oe··-······be has ma·d·e·wi·tb· :h·1s···1·a·ea ·tsr····o·o·~i~······· 1Ie.--·1ove·s his stepson, 
' 
John, not at all. 
John, desperate~_y in need ·or a father., turns to the 
-
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&If·· w.•",{,''.'~:~'.,·~'.";t~i~~--~~~~•~[t9"~Q~r-:::'mal.e be -~ows well, Elisha. It is Elisha with 
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thoughts (insofar as p-trey~~an be told to anyone), and 
Elisha who must "pray John through" while Gabriel stands 
watching. Elisha, then, to some extent, takes the place 
of' the ra·tber John cannot find in Gabriel, and John thus 
has two stepfathers. 
It is a weakness of the book that Gabriel is John's 
' 
. stepfather and that ~obn is never aware of this fact. 
John is thus relieved of all responsibility for Gabriel 
and for Gabriel's sin in not loving him. Yet, since John 
is not aware that Richard ever existed., he cannot come to 
terms with his .. actual parentage and the actual beri tage 
t.bat Richard might have given him. Gabriel's role as 
. 
·John's stepfather works out well in. terms of.' the dramatic 
··:.-
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_ Baldwin's tenderness for ,-Jb,hri\_ •. :~: • extends · 
. to curious shi·fts o It is Baldwin who • • • 
quiteLeyond John's know:~ng"'anytbing a~out it 
••• make§! his father'really only his .. 
stepfatbero His real father, safely dead, .r 
was c o _ o loving 9 und?rstanding 9 graceful, -
and intellectual, and the victim of irrational injusticeso And this is a little fault, a 
small softness in the story~ but a large 
.. symptomo If tenderness will substitute for 
pursuit of character and act~on, then there 
will be nothing to do but explain circumsta_nces 
and bemoan.9 · " 
- ~-· -- _:; ______ ~~"---~~---- -----·· --,----,~-------'------ ·Th·e dir:fi"<~u1·t·1·es - in una·e·rs·tanding and c oillillunic a ti on -
that usually exist between an adolescent and his father -
are complicated by Gabriel's character and furth~r by the 
somewhat unnecessary burden of Richard looming over the . 
relationship, rarely thought about by Gabriel and complete-
ly unknown to John. In addition, the fact of Richard, a 
fact which John should know about in order to achieve a 
full identity, and John's lack of knowledge of him is a 
weakness of the novel -Which is indicative of another simi-
lar but larger flaw--a gap in John's knowledge of his 
family's past and bis beritag~~~a flaw which, oddly enough, 
stems from one of the most skillful elements of the novel, 
the flashback. 
-The interweaving of the memories of Elizabeth, Gabriel, 
. ~ --· - - - ·- . - ,· -·. - .. . - - -- - . - -· .. . - .. - . . - .. -· - . -- . - -· - -- . . . -... - .. - -· - - --- - -
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._John's salvation is played ot1t against the memories of his 
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John and his family take part and the memories of John's 
family become. one. Further, the section, called nThe 
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~T'ayers of The Saints, 11 is Well· ·arranged symbolically in 
r •' 
" that the first section belongs to Florence; whose relation-
ship to John is the least intense; the second to Gabriel, 
WbO.is ciC>ser to John than is Florence;and the third to 
Elizabeth, whom John loves the most and t.o whom me is 
closest. At the end of Elizabeth's section she remembers 
John's cry as a baby,·just as she hears a different cry 
. 
to -be .. a- man: ---· ---· 
• • • not the cry of the· child, newborn, 
berore the common light or earth; but the 
cry of the rnanc=tchild, bestial, before the 
~ light that comes down .from Heaveno :She 
opened her eyes and stood straight up; all 
or the saints surrounded her; Gabriel stood 
staring 9 struck rigid as a pillar in the 
templeo On the thresbing~floor, in the 
center of the crying, singing saints, John 
lay astonished beneath the power of the 
Lord. (163-164) 
Thus, at the end of Elizabeth's section John begins 
to accept tbe mode of' sal,v-ation and identity designated 
for him by his family. Yet, for all the dramatie effect-
iveness of this entire section, the flaw exists which, 
though hidden· in · _the drama of the flashbacks and John' s 
•-
turning toward religion, is perhaps the major flaw of the , 
.novel. 
'• 
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Gabriel, and Elizabeth present a recapitulation of the 
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1fi8tory of the A~erican Negro; at the same time, they pre-
sent John's ancestral heritage. Thus, the section called 
"The Prayers of The Saints" is th9 dramatic center of the 
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The novel is in that way John's explorat.ion 
of bis 'history. • • • The triple flashback 
-alloivs Baldwin to hold within a single 
vision the experiences of a. long history· of 
the Negro in Americao He can incorporate 
into it slavery and- abrupt emancipation, 
the frustrations and the extremes of the 
life of· the peasantry of o o o - Lthe S0ut!i7, 
the battle within the peasantry~ and inti-
mately within the family, for order~ con-
tinuity, and moral stabilityo At the same 
time be contains within the vision the de-
velopment of a religion that is an instrument 
___ .. - --- -at once of ethical prohibition 9 of promise, 
,. ·, . 
.... 
hatred» and o~ emotional deliveranceo In 
the same moment he can contain the Negro ex-
perience of the trek to the Nortbj the il-
lusory promises or the North, with its 
sharper frustrations and its greater 
des·pera tions o 10 
.r 
If the novel 1 through the device of the flashback, is 
"John's exploration of his history," as it, indeed, ·seems 
to be, then John's exploration an~ discoveries will lead 
· him to accept· or reject the mode of life offered t,o him by 
his elders. Because so much emphasis is placed on John's· 
history, one is led to believe that John must understand 
the meaning of his life within the context of the meaning 
.. 
of the lives of his family. For the bistory·of the Negro, 
\ 
. 
as recapitulate\~ in the flashbacks, and the history of \ 
. 
\ 
• 
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their personal_ and racial histories ar~ responsible for 
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salvation, his· time on· the "threshing~floor~ '.' means more 
than that he bas come into the church of his fathers, that 
·1 be has turned to God. It means also that John is choosing-
to ·acc·ept his .aneestry, that he is- choosing ·to· define him-
self in terms of his family, and it means, most important-
ly, that he is· accep-·ting not only the immediate identity 
being offered to him through the church, but an identity 
and Elizabeth's and Richard·' s gentleness an~ grace. ·John,t:s 
/ \ 
acceptance of a· .family-d(efined identity could. be acceptable 
to the reader e.xcept .for the very important fact of John's 
lack of knowledge of the events that have shaped bis life 
and that be is supposedly accepting. Although John's sal-
vation is intricately involved with the flashbacks con-
earning bis family, John is completely unaware of.these 
memories, his and ni.s family's past, and th·e knowledge bba t 
G~briel is not really his father. Therefore, if Baldwin 
.. intends the reader to regard John's religious involvement 
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as a ·symbolic acce_ptance of bis family and the life tbe_ir 
past has rorced them to offer him, as the internal evi- · 
dence of the novel indicates, .·be seriously mars· bis ·1ntent 
- -- -~ -
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.. ,--- ···--·- .. by·- keep!_pg Jobn .... in .ut.ter ·· ign-o·rance :.of \th·at· his religious 
salvation actually signifies; for John cannot truly accept 
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Jcihn's salvation is greatly less·ened. 
·"' The validity of John's salvation is also lessened 
' 
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when one ·considers how intimately bound in John's mind are 
" 
~eligion, God, and Gabriel. John identifies God with h·is · 
,. ' 
father; in disobeying his fatber•s wishes, he-feels he 
offends God; in disobeying God's law, be is also disobey-
ing his ~atber., and be uses this almost unconscious knowl-
edge to rebel against his father. Thus, if John accepts 
""'"'""::::~---· _--9'1~1:~~-~-' s religion, if he accepts salvation in Gabriel's -
church, be is·, effectively, acceptin~ Gabriel. -One feels 
- - .... -· ····- - ' .. 
':,··~ 
that the acceptance of Gabriel, whether conscious· or un-
conscious., __ would be comple_:tely alien to John at this point 
in.his life. His sensitivity, heigbt.ene"d by his adoles-
·cence, bis distaste fdr· the religion offe~ed him by his 
family, bis hatred for Gabriel, make his salvation a stop-
gap solution--at best, only a temporary means of self-
identification, compounded both of emotion and~of emula-
tion of Elisha. The surface dramatic action o~ the novel 
seems to justify John's acceptance of the church, but the 
II 
underlying action, the tensions beneath the surface, make 
John's action a weakness of Baldwin's, as if having reached 
the climax of the book, be could see no other way out than 
to have John ~~cept the churcb, no_ matter bow invalid a 
.-, .. ·. 
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meeting overtakes John as well, that his emotional state 
is such that he is most susceptible to a dramatic reli-
gious gesture, to the point where he is gripped by reli-
gious pass~on and reduced to tears and moans, one still 
. ' 
feels that John's intellectual makeup will not allow his 
religious conversion to be peI'Illanent; that the identity · 
that be will finally discover will have very.little to do 
with the church. The resolution made at the end of the 
novel, then, can be considered as a resolut·ion that is 
justified by the dramatic action of the book but tbat, 
because of the intellectual and emotional character of . 
John Grimes, can be a resolution for only tbe time of h·is 
youth. John, searching for his identity, hesitating be-· 
fore manho·oa, and finally taking a step toward it, has 
not yet become a man, has not yet found his real identity. 
He will have to come to terms with bis feelings for his 
father; he will have to gain a more complete knowledge of 
the past that is so important to him and come to ter1ns 
with that; and he will have to place religion and the 
kind of life his .family leads in a pers·pecti ve arrived at 
by deep introspection before he can be said to have truly 
,..,_ .. __ . --.- . --------------·----·- ... - ·- - - -- - ·- ·---· ..
... 
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RALPH ELLISON 
' 
'I) Ralph Ell~son is the least prolific butperhaps the-----·---------~-- -------------- - - -
. . 
most ·significant of the writers herein discussed. ~lthough 
....... . he has written several short stories and numerous articles 
and essays, the ~ubjects of which range from jazz to lit-
erary criticism, his fame rests largely on one novel,.!!!-
visible Man. In 1964 Ellison published Shadow and Act, a 
· ____ '.'. ___ _:_ __ .:...~-~--book o.f essays written between 1945 and 1964, all of which 
bad been previously published elsewhere. He describes the 
essays as being ~· concerned with three general themes: wi·tb 
literature and folklore, with Negro musical expression--
·especially jazz and the blues--and with the complex rela-
tionship between the Negro American sub-culture and the 
1 North American culture as a whole.n Ellison's personal 
history is very often a large part of the subject matter 
of the essays. It is interesting to note that Ellison's 
father, who died when his son was three years old, had 
hoped that Ellison would become a poet and gave him the 
middle name of Waldo as a kind of assurance that his bppes 
2 
· ---- : .. would be fulfilled. Ellison, however., planned to be a 
1 •· • 
. musician even until after the first of his works bad been 
·. ,i 
.. · .. -
' . 
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published, at wl1icb time he re~it?.~_q that .he nhad been . .., ._.......... . . - . .., . "•• .............. ~ .... - ·-· ... -.. , .. ,.., ..•. ,., ..... ··- ... , 
-~-
• ',,.,,.v, ___ -~·-.....;.....,--• ._., .. _,_ ...... ,. 
...... _ .. _-·-·······---··"··-.,,.,._:._a ...... _.... •. -----'-·- ... ---·-··~~- _.,._... . . . . ....... . 
devoting as much time and energy to reading and writing as 
- - - -- -
··-
- -··--~---·-- ·-·------··· ---··- ··-··-·-· ---
-
-- ----··· -- - --- . ~. - ··-· -- ----:--:-- ·-··". --·-.-_- - " .. ·-··--·-·····-···--··- ·--·- --· ----------·-··-
-----· =· ·  =======£t===o=· =='rriusi'-c, --and was passionately engaged, night and noon in 
acquiring the basic knowledge and skills of the novelist."3 
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Ellison's meticulous cra.ftsmanshi-p · is perh.aps the . 
reason for his smal~ output. · Since·1952 he has been work-. 
ing on his second novel, which bas yet· to be published --as 
a £inisbed work, al though excerpt's from it have appeared 
4 
as short stories in several publications. 
Ellison's precision and care are quite evident in In--
visible Man, tbe most skillfully written and the most uni-
versal in underlying theme of the tbree novels which are ·------... · 
the subjects of this paper. Unlike Baldw_in and Wright, 
Ellison makes extensive use of symbolism and mythology. 
And although tQe protagonist of the novel is Negro, it is 
. 
important to note first-that be is unnamed, and second that 
be is invisible man, not· the invisible man or an invisible 
-
man. ·· Thus, the title, the reader's first introduction to 
.. 
the novel, is most signiricant, for it gives the first clue 
to the character of the protagonist, a character extending 
beyond racial characteristics, a character that in many 
ways symbolizes all men who struggle against an imperson~l 
and ove:rwhelming society in their efforts to achieve some 
sort of individual identi~y. Ellison notes that he struc-
tured the novel 
.63 
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represent the narrator's move:menJc t·111 om o o ., · 
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major sections ~re built·up of smaller units 
of three which mark the course of the action 
and which depend for their development upon 
what I hoped was a consistent and developing 
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motivation. However • .• the maximum insight 
ori the hero's part isn't reached until the 
final serition o •• it's a~novel abouL inno-
c~rice ana· human error, a·struggle tbrougb·il-
lusion to reality. Each section begins with a 
· sheet of paper; ea~b piece of paper is exchanged 
for another and contains a definition of bis 
identity or the social ~ole he is to play as 
defined for bim by otberso But all say es-
sentially thec::'same thing, nKeep this nigger 
,boy running."..) 
The "nigger boyn is kept running through a number of 
initiatory experiences, some surreal in nature, until be 
runs (literally) into a hole, where be decides to hibernate 
while he thinks out the meaning of his experiences and 
plans for future action. As Ellison notes, 
Before be could· have so1ne voice in his own 
destiny he bad .to discard ffiii] old iden- r 
. ti ties and illusions; bis enlightemnent 
couldnYt come until then. Once be recog-
nizes the bole or darkness into wbicg these 
papers put him, be has to· burn them. 
The novel begins with a Proto~ue, which is, in effect, 
an Epilogue. The protagonist., speaking from his cellar, 
which is illuminated with 1,369 light bulbs7 explains bis 
··, 
present thoughts, recounts a dream, and then begins the 
novel. The book is, in esssnce, a flashback, with only 
,• . 
the Prologue snd the Epilogue taking place in the present. 
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·_throughout the book. The protagonist also explains his 
invisibility, which arises not because he is 
"• 
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a spook like those who haunted ~dgar Allan Poe; 
... [oil one of your Hollywood-movie ecto-
plasms o I am a man of substance 9 of flesh. and bone, fiber aria: liquids~~and I might e~en be 
. said to possess a mindo I am invisible~ under-
stand~ sin1ply because people refuse to see me. 
Like the bodiless heads you see sometimes in 
circus sideshows, it is as though I have been 
surrounded by mirrors of hard~ distorting 
glasso 11ben they approach me they see only 
· my surroundings, themselves, or figments of 
their imaginatiog--indeed, everything and any-
thing except me. ._ 
Invisibility,. which the ·be·ro ferels has been torced upon 
him by those who refuse to see him, has led him into his 
warm, well-lighted cellar, wbere he begins to .understand 
the necessity for hibernation as a means to rebirth. Stat-
ing that 11 a bear retires to his hole for the winter and 
lives until spring; then be comes strolling out like the 
Easter chick breaking from its shell" (9), he at once·con-
nects the ancient mythological idea of rebirth with the 
Christian belief in ressurection; at the same time the 
mixed metaphor (bear to chick) denotes his own belief in 
and desire for rebirth with a new identity. 
Involved also in the hero's sense of invisibility is 
- .... 
his sense of time. He states that the world ~oves "not 
like an arrow, but a boomerang_" ( 10), , and warns, "be~rare 
-·- -- ·····--·----·-- ·-· . . . . .. . - --
--· --·-·- ---···---·-··--·- ·····-·····--·-. -------·--·-·· -- ------------·- ---------·--··--•"·····-····--· .. ··--------------.-. ----······-
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of "those who speak of t.he spir~l of history;. t_hey. are pr~~'-------·--·--·~---·-- __ .. _____ .: .. 
paring a boomerang. _ Keep a steei helmet handy" ( 10). 
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---~.C.-~Trivijiib"iI'i=ty_~-fi(fts ·c;-ccsccomewh a. t like a drug, giving one a, dif-
ferent sense of time: ·· Jr. • • you t re never quite on t
1
he 
beat. Sometimes you're ahead and sometimes behind. -~ In- ,)_ 
. Ir\· 
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... ,··.;, ,.steadf::0:r.·the safe and imperceptible flowing of time,·you 
, 
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'-- t are ~#a~,e "0.f' its nodes, tbOse points where time stands 
' 
' . 
still or·from which it leaps ahead. And you slip into the 
breaks and look around" (11). Like a hallucinogen, in-
visibility allows one to· ·11enter" music, bearing· in space 
as well as time; allows one to bear the silence~~of sound. 
And the music most important to the hero is a re·cording by 
. 
. .. 
Louis Armstrong· called '~What Did I Do to Be So Black and 
Blue?" The hero wonders if "perhaps I like Loui.s Armstrong 
because he's made poetry out of being invisible," or if. 
"it must be because he's unaware that he is invisible" 
• . 
. 
(11). In any case, it is entirely possible that ''this 
compulsion to put invisibility down in black and white 
[J.iJ an urge to make music of invisibility11 (11). Music, 
history, time, blackness, and whiteness are elements that 
Will enter into the hero's rebirth. The narrator does·not 
intend to remain in his cellar forever. He states that 
"A hibernation is a covert preparation for -a more overt 
action" (16), and it is important to note the hero's def-
inition of hiberation, for although the reader cannot be 
~ .. su~e what action is planned until the Epilogue, action, 
.. 
..... ---· -.-----·----;---"------··-·-··---- .. ···-·:tt 1 s important·· t·o- recogni'ze·, -·1s·--·tbe- "pr-6tagoni st 1 ·s. final _ ., ,. .. 
,,,<J----
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·choice. The explanation of dhow the hero arrives at his 
• 
I 
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story ("although the end is in the beginning and lies far 
abeadtt L9!]); the reader must first learn the answer to 
...... 
' . 
., ( 
. ' 
~I. 
-.,; 
··tbe narrator's question,i 11But what did·! do·to be so blue?'' 
···(17). ( 
As the narrator states in the Prologu·e, "the end is 
in the beginning." Thus at the beginhing of the first 
,, 
chapter the narrator relates the sum of the knowledge he 
has gained from his painful experiences: 
It took me a long time and nrucb painful 
boomeranging of my expectati0ns to achieve 
a realization everyone else appears to 
have been born i,,1i th: Tba t I am nobody but 
myself e --·But first I bad to discover that 
I am an invisible manl (19) 
• f J. 
~-,·-- Searching for the meaning of' his identity, like Bigger and 
. John, the hero looks to those around him for some clue of 
what his life means and how he is to deal with his knowl-' 
edge. The first to define the terms of existence for the 
hero is his grandfather, who, on his deathbed, announces 
that be bas been a traitor all bis life in his dealings 
with the white world and advises the narrator's father on 
· how to carry on the treachery: . 
.:,,. 
-· ~ . 
\\ ' 
I Wijnt you to overcome I em with yeses, 
unde'.rruine I em wi tb grins, agree 'em to 
death and des true tion.,· let 'em swoller you 
·=~till they vomit or bust wide open. (19-20) 
)··The grandf_:a ther 1 s advice remains ·a source of conrusion 
f- -
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grandf'ather's definition of humility as treachery, and is 1 
., afraid that his own· bumil-ity will cause him to be looked 
upon as a traitor by both Negroes and whites. Worse 
still, he rinds that each time he tries to use his_grand-
fatber' s advi.ce to bis own ends he becomes the victim 
instead of the victimizer. The narrator's graduat.ion 
speech, in which he attempts to follow bis grandfather's 
instructions, leads to the first of his initiatory ex-
periences. The speech is one 
•.•• in which I showed that humility was 
the secret, indeed, the very essence of 
progresse (Not that I believed tbis--how 
could I remembering my grandfatber?--I _only 
believed tqat it workedo) It was a great 
successo Everyone praised me and I was 
invited to give the speech at a gathering 
of the town's leading white citizense It 
was a triumph f'or our whole community. 
-( 20-21) . 
Bef·ore he is able · to give the speech, however, the 
. narrator must participate with nine of his schoolmates 
in several degrading experiences. First, the boys are 
issued poxing gloves and led into a large ballroom, where 
they must wa·tch a .. nude white dancer. Terrified as well 
.. _-_ ~_as ~exually excited,. several of' the boys-- cry, but in-
----·---·---·-- •' ··----
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the boys have fought each other, they are lea,·sweating· 
....... 
~nd· bloody, to a rug scattered wi~.h gold coins and are 
told to•p4ck.up their money. As they jump onto the rug . 
. . , 
. . ·-
·; 
~· 
1\1 • 
...... , ... - - _' ' .. ··' . 
.. 
.. ··) 
-
. and grasp at_· tne coins·, they finq that the rug is elec-
,, 
trified and that the coin.a· are slugs. It i-a only after 
the narrator bas gone through each of these experiences 
that·he is allowed to deliver his speech. His willing-
ness to perform the degrading acts' and still· advocate 
-- - bumili ty earns bim a leather briefcase an.d a scholarship 
to a leading Negro college. 
The three first initiatory experiences in tbe novel 
foreshadow and parallel other situations throughout the 
book. Each of the protagonist's experiences anticipates 
a later one. Hence the nude white dancer anticipates the 
. 
white women who throw themselves at the narrator after he 
.,. joins the Brotherhood, a group resembling tbe Communist 
. 
. 
Party; the battle royal antic!pates tbe Harlem race riot, 
in which Negro potency is once again turned against it-
self by white men; the el~ctrified rug anticipates the 
~ . 
quasi-lobotomy performed upon the narrator in the factory 
hospital. The scholarship that serves to open the world 
of education to the bero serves also to open the way to 
- I 
further initiation. 
. 
. -Each of the chapters in the novel is a blend of the 
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seems to become more intense. As Jo~atban Ba~mbach notes, 
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-, The ·1nvisi~e hero undergoes an increasingly 
a-nt~nse succession of disillusioning,. excm ... ~ --~~ ..... 
pe1~1enceso o o o The hero's final irremediable·a--
loss of illusion forces bim underr;round into 
the cof.f in ( and womb) of· the e artb to be 
either finally buried or finally return.9 
,_. '' 
. . ' 
J 
:~ 
. ~ -- . 
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The narrator's· career at school goes well in the 
. ' 
· beginning, for despite bis degrading experiences at the 
•\ 
smoker, the protagonist still sees himself as a poten-
tial Booker T. Washington., and bis humility and intel-
ligence gain h'im the favor of' the school administration. 
When Mr. Norton, a Northern white trustee who sees his 
future in the Negroes he has helped to educate, visits 
the school, the narrator is assigned the honor of escort-
ing him around the campus. In first allowing· Norton to 
meet his alter ego, Jim Trueblood., a tenant farm.er who 
is the com.rnuni ty pariah, and, then, taking the trustee to 
the Golden Day Saloon, the narrator precipitates hi~ ex-
pulsion from school and the next of bis initiatory ex-
periences. In having sexual intercourse with his own_ 
daughter, the Negro Trueblood has cormnitted the sin of 
incest, the sin that the white Norton has unconsciously 
desired to commit. By first performing the act and later 
recounting the story, Trueblood frees Norton from the 
' 
stigma of the desired but unperformed·action. Thus, once 
again, as at the smoker, the Negro has become the whit~ 
m~n 1 s potency: 
--~ -,-----·--:··--·-------tty<5u·-··-·a··1a·-·a1ia-· ·are· -iiri ha rme·d·1·tr---7N or ton/-- shout e-d , 
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-But the actual knowledge of the- committed· horror is too 
terrible for Mr. Norton, and ,he becomes faint. The hero 
J_ 
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realizes that the stimulant requested by Mr.~Norton can be 
obtained at 'the Golden Day, a "kind of! spor·ting·-and-
.. 
gambling house" used as a place o:f recreation for shell-. 
shocked Negro veterans who are inmates of a lo.cal asylum. 
Norton's fright and anger wb·en be views the activities of 
the drunken inmate-veterans at t.he Golden Day re-sult not 
only f'rom the f'ear of physieal yiolenp~, but from the 
knowledge that these-Negroes do not conform to his image 
o:f Negroes and are · thus uncontrollable by him. The re-
sponse of the supposedly insane doctor to Norton's state-
ment that he feels that bis destiny is somehow tied up 
with that of the school angers Norton because it implies 
that the destiny of the students at the college is·not . 
un1ike that of the madmen at the Golden Day. Norton is 
afraid to face the knowledge that the doctor's statement 
is true and becomes_ even.more upset. Predicting the 
lobotomy scene at the hos·pi tal, wherein the protagonist 
becomes an extension of a machine, the doctor states the 
bald facts of the hero's condition: 
"You see·," he sai~ turning to _Mr. Norton., " 
"he bas eyes and ·ears and a good distended 
African nose, but be fails to understand 
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registers with his senses·but short~cir~ 
cuits bis brain.· Nothing has mea11ing. He 
n===--~--- ==·····=--=· ===:· -=-·... . =~ __ .. ~ake.s ,it in but,.,.~:to§fll1 1 t di.ge s ~ it o._ Alre~dJ:_~ 
be is~-well bless my scull Beholdt a . 
·l 
walking zombie! Already bevs learned to 
repress not on-ly his emo~tions but bis bu-
manityo HeJs invisibles a walking per-
sonirication of the Negative, the most 
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perfect achievement of your dreams, sirt 
The mechanical mant" (86) 
The doctor• _s ·statement is perhaps th·e core of'· the 
novel:-. Everything leading up to it a:qd everything that 
follo1r,1s it serves only to amplify and reinforce the state-
··----··· 
ment that a·efines the hero and explains bis dilemma. The· 
doctor does not merely define, however; he goes on to 
state ~bat the hero must recognize before be can truly 
achieve bis identity, what he will re.alize only through 
a period of hibernation: 
, tt ••• you both fail to understand what is 
ppening to you. You cannot see or hear 
or smell the truth of what you see~-and 
you, looking for destinyl It's classicl 
And_ the boy, this automaton, he was made 
of the very mud of this region and he sees 
far less than youo Poor stumblers, neither 
of you can see the other. To you be is a 
mark on the score-card of your achievement, 
a thing and not a man;-• @ ea black 
amorphous thingo And you 9 for all your 
power~ are not a man to him1 but a God, a 
forceo ••• He believes in you as be be-
lieves in the beat of bis hearto He be-
lieves in that great false wisdom taught 
slaves and pragmatists alikej that white is 
right. I can tell you his destinyo He'll 
do your bidding~ and for that his blindness 
is bis chief asset. He's your man, friend. 
Your man and your destiny ••• 11 (87-88) . -
'· 
..... 
·Ab I have said, the doctor's words, more than anything 
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reasons for Norton's attack of illness after speaking to· 
Trueblood, and so completely is he immersed in .bis awe of 
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··;_" ·~· ---,c :.. w-bite men that he is unable to understand the men. at the 
--
Gold en- Day. As other people cannot see the reality of 
bis existence, neither can he; further, he cannot see the· 
reality of the existence of others and it is this terrible 
blindness that allows him to be used by the Brotherhood, 
the white citizens at the smoker, and Dr. Bledsoe,. the 
president of his college. It is more than naivete that 
motivates the hero; it is an almost willful blindne.ss which 
arises from bis refusal to face the ugly, but important, 
,·, 
facts of his life--to think about and to take responsibil-
ity for bis actions. 
... 
An evidence of the hero's blindness is his unfeigned" 
su·rprise at Dr. Bledsoe' s reaction to Mr. Norton's un-
scbed~led side trips. The hero cannot believe that Dr. 
Bledsoe1-is angry because Norton has been allowed to meet 
Trueblood. Having seen Bledsoe's humility and deference 
toward white visitors, he is unable to believe that Bledsoe 
would have had him disobey Norton's -wisbe~ by preventing 
the meeting, and that humility and deference are dis-
guises for arrogance. Thus ~ven afte.r his expulsion :from 
the college because of the NQrton incident, the hero re-
. ... . 
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of. recommendation t·bat Bledsoe gives him. 
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the "jazz-like improvisations in italics, in which tbe 
narrator removes himself from tne action, extending his 
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. consc-iousness back and forth over the whole sweep of' his 
li.f-e., standing as it· were., in disembodied fa~hi .. on out-
10 
side of it all." Such passages occ~r throughou~ the 
novel and are most significant in _the Prologue and Epi-
log~~. -Working well within the not completely realistic 
-·I 
novel, they serve to freeze time as, almost hypnotic in 
effect, they draw the reader into av frozen tableau o.f 
chaos. Because the writing, especially in the jazz pas-
sages, is so intense, however, the· reader is unable to 
pause and take a breath but is wbirie~ about, like Alice' 
in the rabbit-hole, sinking deeper and deeper into the 
surreal world surrounding ~be narrator. Immediately fol-
lowing the dream-like passage is a sermon given by Homer 
A. Barbee, a friend of the late Founder and an honored 
guest on campus. Ironically, but not completeiy unex-
pectedly, Barbee, w·ho gives the narrator \t;he ''vision" of 
the Founder, is b-lind. Thus one b~comes aware that the 
characters in the novel are divided into those wbo are 
invisible, those who are unable to see, and those who are 
bot,b. 
A~ter bis expulsion rrom the college, the narrator 
. ' 
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a failure, he decides that be must either accept Bledsoe•s 
decision without bitterness or admit to· his grandfather's 
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wisdom and posthumous triumpB~ ·· :The h·ero ·therefore ex-
plains his feelings to Dr. Bledsoe, asks for and receives-
I II letters of introduction to Northern 'friends of the school, 
and once again allows himself to be .. used and betrayed. Dr. 
Bledsoe•s betrayal of the boy is a gratuitous display of 
power, which is ironic since on~ of Dr. Bledsoe's most 
admired attribut~s is his power. 
Since the novel demonstrates that the process of 
initiation is a stripping away· of illusion, each episode 
in the book repeats the process of experience followed by 
disillusionme~t for the narrator. Thus, each experience, 
' . 
• I . 
although outwardly different from all the others, will be 
' 
essentially the same as every other experience. Klein 
states that "the novel sets out to gain clarity, but no 
new discovery. Its end is in its beginning. Therefore 
11 
wi-th e-very gain in illumination tbe novel concludes." 
He adds: 
Each of [the hero'Y adventures iB an at-
tempt at self-def:\nition as they each pre-
sent a seemingly fixed version of the world's 
reality within which be might have a place 
for hims~lfo He tries in each version of 
reality to make a place for himself. And 
then bis every version explode~ into cbaos 
and be is exploded out of it.l · 
- . 
- The hero's- testing of different vers.ions 6.r··-·r·eality· ·in-
~ 
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intellectual, leading him eventually to the North to a 
job at the Liberty Paint factory, wherein is produced . 
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"Optic libite" . paint. Klein notes that · 
__ ., 
.. 
... 
{iJs the hero moves North, madness, 
confusion~ violence 9 the bursting of the 
irrational are always the last and the pur-
est expressions of the relationships be-
tween black and whites o o o His proper life 
is a war 9 at least a guerilla actiono In 
the North of industry and labor unionism, 
then, he finds tbat black is a disturbing 
secret of the white social fabr1c 9 a secret 
which· has been tucked almost out of ~~sight by 
a stated ideal of l~berty, a secre5t which to his peril he unwittingly s·prings .1 
And at the company called Lib~y Paint, black is certainly 
an important secret ingredient. The secret of the purity 
of the Optic White paint is found in the addition to it of 
. 
ten drops of.black dope; the mixing of ·the black dope into 
,,. 
'the paint becomes the job of the hero. The allegorical 
'· 
extensions of' the episode, its relationship to .other parts 
of the novel, are noted by Jonathan Baumbach: 
The mixing· of the black into the white is of 
course symbolic: the ten drops are analag.ous 
to the ten boys in the prize=ring1 and in each 
case tl1e 1rJbi te becomes wl1i ter by absorbing the 
Negrogs virility 9 by using the black to in= 
·crease tbe strength of the whiteo Yet the name 
Optic 1.r-Jhi te sugge·sts it is a.11 sorn.e kind of 
visual illusiono When the black dope runs out, 
the hero as aftprentice paint mixer is ordered 
by his boss» 'tbe terrible Mro l{imbro.9n to re-
place it without being told which of the seven ,. 
vats has the right substanceo Left to bis own 
discretion~ the hero chooses the wrong black 
.. . . liquid ( concen·-t~ra ted paint rerno17er). w.hich makes . 
.. ,-,--<.,, ,-C- ---.-~"-"", <,,.•,.,,' -, - ', "''-~:;,,r~:~-'~'-"'""-•••-• •t'he white paint'- "trans"pa:rent and grayish; this ' 
ac.t symbolizes the i111plici t threat of Negro 
I 
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ternative: When the narrato~ a~ds the black 
drops to the paint which already contains the 
black remover, tl1ougb the mixture appears gray 
to ·him, 1 t. passes for 11hi te in Mr. Kimbro' s 
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eyes. This is, in symbol; the role of subter-
.. f'uge and i1iltration--h1s .grandfather's _legacy and curse.l 
· -
Baumbach ne.glects to note that the paint .. passing for white 
in Kimbra's eyes also suggests that the color black, like 
the hero, is irivisible •. 
The hero undergoes several changes of identity·in the 
course of the novel, each entailing a symbolic death and 
rebirth. The explosion of the furnace that the hero .1.s 
tending heralds one of the most surrealistic scenes in the 
novel and -0ne of t~e most violent identity changes • 
Knocked unconscious by one machine, tbe hero, the "mechan-
ical man,fl is put into another machine, to be started 
, . 
.. again. The shock treatments from the latter machine re-
call the electrified rug on which the hero received bis 
first literal and symbolic shocks. The hospital scene 
implies both· lob.otomy and castration. Lobotomy is implied 
through the neutralization of part of the hero's brain. 
The voice which the hero bears as he is lying on the table 
states,· 
' "· •• we apply pressure in the proper degrees to the major centers of nerye 
.. 77 · 
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The symbolic castration of the hero i~ implied through 
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bis being left by tbe machine without identity, without 
potency of self. The machine becomes, in effect, his 
mother. The cord attached to his stomach nod.e symbolizes, 
of course, the umb-ilical cord cut from him so that he can · 
leave the machine.· His "climb out. of th_e Qase" (213) is .. 
his climb from the womb. While he is in the machine, 
there comes t-o the hero an insight into his non-physical 
identity which, like the insight of the mad doctor at tbe 
Golden Day, is ignored. 
r 
I }ranted freed.om, not des true tion. It 
was exhausting, for no matter what scheme 
I conceived~ there was one constant flaw--
myselfo There was no getting around it. 
I could no more escape than I could think 
of my identityo Perhaps~ I ·cbougbt 9 the 
two things are involved with each other. 
When I discover wbo I am, I 1 11 be free. (212) 
The hero's insight is, of course, the answer to all 
his problems. 1\fben he discovers -the meaning of his life, 
his identity, he will finally be free of the people who 
use bim as an object, he will be free or the illusions 
a-nd gullibility that make. him so ripe .for exploitation, 
•, 
and most important, he will be rree of his invisibility. 
That the hero can apply his knowledge only to the specific 
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flaw-in Ellison's art. That the solution to the bero~s 
dilemma is stated boldly by him without his awarene~s 
that it is the solution seems to 1be a way for the author 
L -·· 
to bypas.s th~ narrator in his commu:pioation with the read-
• h er. (A similar r1aw is round in Native Son, where, ·since 
.,·. 
/ 
.. 
Bigger is. so much less articulate than Wright, Wright is 
' 
forced to· resort to some --sort of bypass more o.ften.) Al-
though bypassing the·,·narrator happeps too infrequently to 
~-. be the major flaw which Klein sees, he is partially right 
in stating that 
J [the heri/ is" sometimes an ingenu, sometimes 
a naive Gulliver when gullibility should be 
impossible~ sometimes, suddenly~ the author. 
There is a constant struggle between the two, 
Ellison straining not to .let his bero lf.now 17 
too much because that will give the book away. 
A.fter the "operation" the hero finds a room with Mary, 
a Negro woman who attempts to give him the identity of a 
leader. Wanting the narrator to be a "credit to the race," 
she. speaks to him constantly of respozis~bility and lead-
.. 
ersbip. The hero is both grateful for her solicitude and 
resentful of her talk: 
Other than Mary I bad no friends and desired 
noneo 1,ror did I think of Mary as a "f'riend"; 
she was· something more~~a force~ a stable~ 
familiar force like something out of my past 
which kept me rrom whirling o~f into the un-
known which I dared not, :face o It ivas a most 
painful position~ for at the same time~ Mary 
reminded me constantly that something was ex-
_ ... 79 
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the nebulous hope ~he kept aliveo (225) -
m~aning of bis life, and Mary, the ideal mother-figure, 
will protect ber adopted son-stranger from the painful 
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,., . knowledge that awaits him. For knowing the.platitudes and·~ 
---stereotypes that govern his life and., indeed~ tpe 11 ves of 
-~ all Negroes, the hero.is arraid to look f'or the reality 
. -
behind them; be is afraid to examine them in the light of 
his own life, afraid, in short, as Ellison says, "to run 
18 the risk of his own humanity.'' However, the· problem· of 
iaentity does remain irksome for him, and, on a cold i.,1inter _. 
day in.Harlem, he thinks that he bas·begun to discover 
some of the answers to bis questions. Symbolically and 
literally, the way northward has meant the way to freedom 
for Negroe~, and a form or freedom comes to the narrator 
when be impulsively bu~rs a hot yam from a street peddler. 
Stanley Edgar Hyman sees the hero's equation of "yam" 
with "I am" as a coming "to terms with his· Negro. identity 
an.d f'olk tradition, while maintaining bis quest for a 
. 19 fully developed human c·onsciousness." · And in some 
ways the hero does come to terms with his "Negroness" 
and his background, as be gains a certain knowledge in 
those moments on the street: 
q• •• I no longer felt ashamed of the things 
I bad always loved. Wbat and how much had ; 
L----------------~----· .. -: .. :.:-:--,,;.~·-.. .,..,.,.~ .. -. -'· ·-!-·-. . --~------~f
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qidnu t like 9 not because you t-1ere not su·p1;osec} 
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but because you actually found them distaste-
ful'?' o o o Hotv could you knoii? It involved a 
problem of cboiceo I would have to weigh 
many things care.fully before deciding and 
there would be some things that would cause 
. . 
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quite a bit of trouble simply because I had 
never formed·· a personal attitude toward' so 
mucho" I bad_ accepted the accepted attitudes 
and it bad n1ade life seem s:1.mple o o • ·• ( 232) 
• 
The hero's reasoning, then, would seem to have led 
him to a solution to one of the central problems in his 
search for identity: the assumption that accepted at-
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titudes are correct and should thus be accepted at face 
value is- a wrong one and should not be made •. His "I yam 
what I am" (231) should be a simple but proround state-
ment in that the hero should finally be able to realize 
that be is only what be wishes to be and not what others 
. ·, 
I I j 
J 
I 
I 
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make him. However, the simplicity of the statement be-
lies its profundity, and when the hero eats the last yam 
and finds that it tastes unpleasant because it 1~ frost-
bitten, the reader is aware that., as "yamn stands for 
> 
"I am, 11 so does the yam's unpleasant taste stand for the 
hero's i;nability to acknowledge bis failure to admit the 
weaknesses in his search for identity. The statement 
nI yam what I am" is not enough. Until the hero looks 
-at himself realistically and discovers what he truly is, 
be will certainly find tba t II some· things • • • cause 
.i'. 
; 
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and emotional dishonesty; that he will again be usea· by ~ . , 
•' 
others as their pawn. Thus, because· the solution seems 
all too simple to him, he becomes involved with the 
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Brotherhood ahd is unable to realize exactly what the 
Brotherhood and his ·place in it mean to him in terms ot . 
his search ror himself. 
· .. 
The hero experiences another ehange of identity when 
he agrees to join the Brotherhood after he is heard making 
a speech protestifig -the eviction of an elderly couple 
. from their Harlem apa.rtl!J.ent. Once in the Brotherhood he 
is given a new name -and with it a ·new non-identity. He 
begins to realize the nature of his position in the Broth-
}<·• 
erbood when he asks himself, '11.it'hat was I, a man or a 
natural resource?" (263). Without knowing it, he has 
discovered the crux of his relat-ionship to the 9rganiza-
tion. For the hero is a natural resource, one thrown 
from out or the masses, one whose eloquence can be har-
nessed and then manipulated by the powers-that-be within 
f 
the Brotherhood to serve their own ends. Thus the me-
chanical man becomes a natural resource with little aware-
ness that he is, or ever has been, el·tber one. 
-· 
• 
The Brotherhood decrees that the ,hero must assume a 
. , new name a.nd a nei-1 personality and that, to implemen·t his 
( 
' '\ new identity, he must leave his room at Mary's and cease 
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but his vision or himself as a leader of his race, as 
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·changes. As be is packing, he hotices, for the first -
.. 
time, in his room an iron bank, 
• 
the cast-iron figure of a very black, red-
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l'1pped and wide-mouthed Negro, whose wbi te 
eyes stared up at me from the ~loor, bis 
face an enormous grin~ bis single large 
black hand held palm up before his chest. 
_rt was a banks a piece of early Americana • 
. • •. o Fo·r a second I stopped, .feeling nate 
charge within me~ then dashed over and 
grabbed it~ suddenly •• e enraged by tbe 
tolerance or lack of discrimination, or 
whatever, that allowed .Mary to keep such a 
self-mocking image aroundo o Q • (277) 
Thus, "the hero begins to repudiate his Negro per-
sona--he savagely breaks Mary's iron figurine which repre-
sents the very idea of the Negro in parody, concealing it 
in bis briefcase for the rest of the novel because he can-
not, literally and symbolically, dispose of it in any 
· manner._1121 
Once in the Brotherhood the narrator finds himself 
swept along by others, unable to become quite the-leader 
he imagined. Sent uptown and downtown by bis superiors 
in the organization, he is still not aware or the manner 
in which he is being used. Again, be undergoes a change 
of identity, but this change is not so much a change a~ a 
total acceptance of the new identity given to him by the 
Brotherhood. A.fter giving his first major speech, the 
narrator realizes that . ' 
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·· · • • • from now on my life would be diff~;~- ------ --- · - .---~--,-
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· uncalculated, as though another self within · \ 1 
me had taken over and held forth o ·· o o o . 
. 
____ -,.·--,-.-----·------:--~c·ccc,-;·--- · ·-··cec~··.,·,·...... Even my technique. had .. been diffe'rent; ".·· ··-··,~-·······c~~r--._,,"~-==-=~., •. ---·· 
. no one who bad known 1ue at college would ·. 
have recognized the speecho But that was as 
it should have been~ for I was someone new--. 
~even though I had spoken in a very old,= 
,· fashioned way o I bad been transformed. • • •. 
My possibilities were suddenly:.· broadened. ( 306) 
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. Through the Brotherhood the hero· meets three men who ' 
are seemj,ngly very a·i.fferent from him and f'rom each oth~. 
Yet each of them possesses an identity that answers some 
deep need or the hero, so that before the novel ends he 
bas assumed, to some degree, the identity of each or the 
• 22 men •. Tod Clifto·n, Ras -the Destroyer and Bliss Proteus 
Rinehart are, in effect, three different facets of any 
man's personality or identity. Allegorically, the men 
stand for Inte·grity, Anger or Malice, and Cunning. Tod, 
perhaps the only noble character in the.novel, is sym-
1 
, 
,' pathetic to Ras's motives but is too civilized to accept 
the Destroyer's methods. Baumbach explains that 
t 
~be Brotherhood ••• with its cant of · historic necessity," represents to Clifton the enlightened alternative to racist vio-lence through which the Negro can effect his protesto Entrapped by the Brotherhood 
tbrougb the commitment impose~ by his integ-
rity~ Clifton becomes~ even more than the 
narrator~ a victim of the Brotherhood's be-trayalo Like the implicit suicide of Conrad's Lord Jim1 Clifton°s death o a o is a sacririce to a culpability too egregious to be redeemed in any other TtJay a.nd.9 at the same tirr1e5) ,~a. final, ir gratutitous, act of beroismo In. giving himself up to be rrrurd.ered~ Clifton takBs on himself the whole responsibility ror the Brotberboodvs betrayal of the Negroo If 
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· · . . . -by his sac!~.f.i~~- _J}~ . qoe~ not .:redeem._ tb.e ber-0-- .... " .. ·----~---.-~C4'.~~~-";--·b-·-,"··+ --"·~·-, .. -...---·-'·---··----~-~-.,..,---·--·-··-------··rrom·· b·1s·· Q'yJn ',•culpability SJ he . at least throµgh._ .................. ,-·--·-···-L,c~---~---~•--c~·"·''·---J 
--~-------~----·-···--·-·.":.-··-"'···'··~-·-- .. ·~--.~-~---·; ___________________ ~~----···-····his· examp·le sets up t:he· possibility of [the . · .. ··; 
.1 ... 
· · · · .~ · · ·hero' iJ redemptiono If the various cha~ac ters ( wi tb whora the "invisibleu hero is confronted · : 
~- ~-··:;:~~i!~!sP~~!1~!:r:!~t~~i~~ ~~i~~' id~!f~~~n·····-=,~~· ~e=-. . C:.---·· ··-:-
Clirton changes. from a resp~cted member of the Brother-
hood to a street-corner peddler selling dancing puppet 
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dolls"--wbicb, in their grinning. cardboard faces and their 
ability to be manipulated, ·not only mock the Negrq general• 
ly, but are a symbolic representation of the hero as he 
, exists in his role or spokesman for the Brotherhood. The 
hero spits at the· grinning doll which Clirton is demon-
strating., symbolically performing the murder of C_;Lifton., 
an act which a p·oliceman com.mi ts in reality a few moments 
later. Baumbach states that 
: .. _: · .... ~ .,, ... - .. :- . 
[ilhen the hero kno~ks over the doll, an. 
onlooker laughs at what he thinks is the 
likeness bett-1een the spitter and the spat-
on dollo As Clifton in selling the obscene 
doll has been mocking himself~ the hero in 
spitting at the doll has been attacking him-
.. self as well as ClirtonJ though without·· 
benefit of awarenesso Only after bis sbow-
do1r1n with the Brotherhood ( and even then in-
corapletely) does tr1e hero become a1r1are that 
he bas been perrorming all along as if he 24 
were, in life-size, the dancing puppet-doll. 
Clifton, knowing that he does greater harm to bis 
integrity by perrorm.ing the demands of the Brotherhood 
than by selling the dolls, attempts to turn his back on 
the movement and step outside history. The knowledge that 
his aet is misunderstood by the hero, and by others like 
aim, compels Clif'tqn to perform an even more.forceful act, 
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and insight are somewhat limited, be doe~ understand Clif-
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and acted ou't ·by the narrator, lead to 1··his break w:i th the·· 
.. 
. ' .,; ;:- . Brotherhood and ultimately to the race riot on the streets 
of Harlem. 25 In order to escape being· caught by bis 
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-· various enemie·s {Ras' s men. and agents of tbe Brotherhood), 
the hero adopts one of ~inebart•s disguises and thereby 
1 _ uncovers a worl.d of: limitless possibilities. For Bliss 
Proteus Rinehart, like the Proteus of Greek myth, has many 
races. He is at once Preacher, Numbers-runner, Lover, and 
,.-
.... 
Gambler. Tbe hero, in adopting Rinehart's many f'aces., dis-
covers that when one is everybody., one is also nobody:- one 
~ . . .:·:::i'-;--· :::. -:? _- -- -~ . .-:- ... ~ - -
is again invisible. Invisibility., however,· is a necessity 
at this point in the hero's life, and be. puts his invisi-
- ._ bility to good use in escaping bis enemies.- Having dis-
' 
covered the Brotherhood I s betrayal, first of' Cl:t.fton.,_ tben 
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-· .. - ·-- --------- ·----,-~- -- "·-· -.. ·-•-·-----~- .. ·-··· -- - - . . . , tbe hero bas resolved_ to __ attempt __ once again, to---
turn bis grandfather's curse into a blessing, to "overcome 
'em with yesses •• - • agree 'em to death and destruction, 
let 'em swoller- you till they vomi~ or bust wide open." 
Once again, however, he is unable to follow his grand-
father's advice. In attempting to thwart the Brotherhood 
by pretending to agree with it, he has actually furthered 
its plans. He bas unwittingly helped the Brotherhood by · 
indirectly causing the Harlem riots. The sight of Negro 
against Negro., of Negro potency again turned against it-
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move powerful, gives the narrator a proround sense of re-
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For t_pe .first ti1ne in his life the hero con-
•\ -, 
aiders'· the co~se·quences of his- acts and takes responsibil-
ity for them: 
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It was not suicide, but murd~r. The committee 
bad planned it. · And I had helped., bad been a 
toolo A tool just at the very moment I bad 
thought myself,freeo By pretending ~o agree, 
I had indeed agreed, had made myself responsi-
ble for ~'.that huddled form lighted by flame and 
gunfire. in the street~ and all others whom· 
now the night was making ripe for, death. (478) 
. .~ .. : -
The Christian symbols wbicb have been evident through.·-
out the novel are very much in evidence in the section 
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dealing with the riots. 
knowledge, 
As the hero begins to_gain selt.--:.,. ··,·;.·· -I 
'~ ii 
rt 
5/he flaming buildings and streets, the burnt 
tar stench, the black figures moving shadow-
like through the eerily illuminated night be-
, c.ome an evocation of Hell=-=>a mirror for the 
.· 
r hero's raging interior guilto At the ce]?,lter 
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periences the deaths of his various corrupted 
identities) shedding the ralse skins to get 
at the pure invisibility underneatho o o o To-
pro.pi tia te Ras and stop the riot .9 the hero 
disavows allegiance to the Brotherhood~ kill-
ing in effect his Brotberhood=selfo But as be 
is invisible 9 he is unbeard~-his words as 
always not communicating his meaningso Struck 
by the absurdity of the demonic Ras on horse-
back., of the senseless pillage and murder 
around him and o o o of existence itself, the 
hero is for the moraent willing to relinquish 
--_})is life if it will make the 1r1bite man see 
him and~ consequently~ see himselfo But the 
example of Clifton's rneaningless suicide dis-
suades himo _ Faced with death~ he decides that 
it is Hbetter to live out onevs own absurdity 
than to die for that of others~ whet.her for 
-·· 
----------· -~ ··-
--·---Ras:v- s· ·or· ~-Jercrl-r 11-s it ---(-48·4)--~;--~ · --°tPJ-hen ---in-, .. ·:lelf · prote~-----··· .. ·--------
···· - ·---~---"---~-=-~·~-----· · ~--~-·~=ff=-- - '·---~~-"=~tion~ he impales R~s 9 wqq .. :t._s in a sense· the 
deepest of bis identitiesj) be ·e per·1ei1c·es·~--tlie-··~----.. ·--~---·--·n·-'""'<·"-'""·-:······'·· 
· · ·. illusion of death andi rebirtb .. 2! · · 
.·---~------.... ···'.-~~--=!<i~.:::·::~~- ·.:.· .. ··--·. -··- -·· ...... 
· The cy.cle o:r death~ and rebi,;th is at· tb·e·-·bas_e ___ of ___ Christ1.:·--.. -··-
anity and, although the hero's life does not in many ways 
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-parallel the life of Christ and the chronology doe,s not f. 
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. follow seque·ntially, the ·hero d.oes ~xperience Hell, death 
,. ' 
and rebirth, and baptism. Struggling to reach Mary., his 
' -.: exlandlady {who, as ,noted before; is a kind of mother to 
-.. _ , ...... ), I 
_ - 88 . ;, 
if 
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him), the hero is baptized by,an exploding water main. Be-
.. ' .. ~- .. 
' •. ,~··-;•- ~-.,_~,~ ... -~-·" 
fore he can reach Mary, be is chased by two men and., flee-
ing from them, falls into an ·open manhole. The manhole· 
becomes the place in which be conceive.a the idea of re-
maining underground. His idea leads' him to the cellar 
room., symbolic of' Purgatory,. in which he will spend his 
hibernation before r~turning to the world, a new man. Be-
fore tbe·bero can hibernate and meditate, however,-he must 
--
~- - --- -· ·------~ - - - -
-~-.. -' ___ .. ----- -.. ----------·--·- -- ... :··completely shed -his old identities. One by one the hero 
·burns tbe papers tbat contain his past, the papers that 
are the symbols o~ his old selves. His high-school 
diploma, Clifton's doll., anon:ymous letters, ·the card on 
which -his Brotherhood name is wnitten--all are burned as 
the he.ro realizes "that to light my way out I would have 
, _______ ,---~------ ·-to burn every paper in the brief-case" (491). All burn 
quickly except .for.Clifton's doll, which "burned so stub-
bornly that ffiiJ reached inside tpe case for something · 
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·:"t 1µ-=_e I dream in which he ,is castra~ed by Jack and Tobi tt, -~o of' 
~ bis superiors in the Brotherhood; at the price of his 
• > 'f manhood, bis male j.denti ty, he becomes fina~ly free of all 
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-11:lusions. Upon awakening, be realizes tbat he ··can return 
to no part of his old life: 
I could. approach it only from the outsid·e, 
and I bad been as invisible to Mary as I bad been to the Brotherhoode No, I couldn't 
return to ltilary 1 s, or to the campus 9 or to the Brotherhood, or homeo I could only 
move ahead or stay here 9 undergroundo So 
,_ .. 
I 
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I 
I would stay here until I tiuas chased ·out .• Here~ at least, I could ~ry to·think things 
out in peace 9 or 9 if not in peace, in quiet. I would take up residence underground. The 
end was in the beginning. (494) 
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The bero 1 s'bistory ends with his decision to remain 
underground. The epilogue, which takes place in the hero's 
present, recounts what be has learned while in the cellar. 
~""' :I ' . "iW 
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-- - ·--··~---··· -i----- ~---~·-··-··· .... ·--·--~·-· - .. ·----~---. ---·· ____._._.. - - . Altfiough-~bis grandfather's advice still haunts nim,· he ... " 
...... 
.. 
. 
feels that its underlying meaning is perhaps that one· 
should "yes to death'' not the men who control society, the 
., Nortons or the Brotherhood, but rather that one should 
acquiesce to tbe principles that are the foundations of 
America. In a conclusion that rings somewhat less true 
than the rest of tbe novel the hero thinks, 
Could he have meant--hell, he must have 
meant the principle, that we were to affirm ~ the principle on which tbe country was built 
- and not the men, or at least not the men who did the violence. {496) 
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. · most of bis lire 111 coming, the hero realizes that he must 
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-_ - --.---·-r=tntr=rcce~spo"tfsioiiity · for- bi"ii""""'ac'tions; tba t. he can a.ff'i'rm 
· ... the principles that he believes must be affirmed only 
through his actions, and thus- must act with thought. and 
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Was-it that we of all, we, most of all, had 
to affirm the principle., the plan in whose 
name we bad been brutalized and sacrif'iced--
not bec~use we were afraid or opportunistic, 
but because we were older than they in the 
sense of what it took to live in the world 
with others o . o o o Or was its, did -be mean 
that we should affirm tbe_·principle because 
we, through no fault o~ our own 9 were linked 
to all the others in the· loud 9 clamoring, 
. ~. semic.avisible world~ that world seen only as 
a fertile field for exploitation by Jack and 
his kind, and .with condescension by Norton 
and his, who were tired of being tbe mere 
· pawns in tbe .futile game of i'n1aking history"? 
Had be seen tbat for these too we bad to say 
"yes" to the principle, lest the;r turn upon 
us to destroy both it and us? (497) 
In the cellar the hero learns that he is linked to. 
t..ne rest of his race, but as a man ratber than as a "ra-ce 
. - .. . .. ..· . . _,, 
leader." It is in the cellar, too, that he learns that 
.. 
the world bas become one of "infinite possibilities.". 
.. 
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For where be once tried to understand the world, he bas 
now come to understand himself and his relationship to 
•••-••I-,,.•,•••••-••-••, • ••M ,.,,.••· ,,.,-,-.-,._, ••~--
the world; he has learned that be is "invisible, not blind" 
(499), ·and thus has the ability to act. Ellison states: 
In the Epilogue the hero aiscovers what 
be had not discovered throughout the book: 
You bave to make your own decisions; 
You bave to think for yoursel~o ••• Tbe 
hero's invisibility is not a matter of not 
being seen~ but a refusal to run the risk 
--··-----·---·-----· ~--~_ .. __ . --· ------· · -----·-·--······O-f---hi-s- ei,rn--huraanity-,·--·wh-ic l1----involves guilt·;· __ ,,. .:_-.,...~---------~-~--·-··----
···· ____ :·-····-··-~·- --:----c·-:__-~---·' • • He must a~7sert and ae_hi-eve bis own ······-·-·-·· -----. --·-·-- ---- -···-·--- .------~----··-·----·-· ·---humanity. • • • 
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" hiding. Feeling that there is a role in society ~or even 
an invisible man, he comes to think that perh·aps his gre~t-
est social crime lies in overstaying his hibernation •. ,. He · 
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is coming out; "'a new man, t.o play a sqcially respons1ble 
role·, perhaps the devil I s advocate.· And his message to 
his readers is an important. clue to both the hero's func-
tion and Ellison's purpose. For when the hero asks his 
final question, "who knows but· that, on the lower fre-
quencies, I speak ror you?," the reader feels that more 
than any of' the· other characters studied here, more than 
\ 
.r• 
.. 
most heroes of modern riction, this invisible, nameless 
man speaks for us all •. 
.-~.., 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Richard Wright, James Baldwin, and Ralph Ellison, men 
of dif'f'erent backgrounds and interests, share the bol'.ld of 
members of' a persecuted race as well as that shared by 
. 
authors. Each in his f'irst novel wrote of a young man 
about to become an adult 9ut hampered in bis efforts toward 
identity by society, f'amily, and personal liabilities • 
. Each is concerned in his writing not only with the problems 
I\ 
faced by any young man on the threshold of' maturity but 
also with the more specific disadvantages faced by the 
young Negro. The conce:m. is understandable, but it is one 
· tba t can very easily af'fect -the tone and quality of' an 
artistic work. Thus, one must consider each of' the three 
novels f'rom a tWof'old point of' view: first, one must ex-
amine how well each author has shown the struggle for 
identity that concerns his protagonist; at the same time, 
one must discover how the specific concerns of' race have 
affected the work. 
As stated in the introduction to this ·study, a w0rk. 
of art, if it is to endure, must contain elements with 
which a majority of J:>e.g9,~,r-~ .. c.an_identii'y, elements that·-------·-··--·· 
--~· tran·scend time_ and place. In er~ect, ir a novel is to be 
humanity in general as well. as the problems conf'ronting 
Jany specific individual, and it must explore tbese prob-
lems with artistry. For as Ellison .has stated, 
. ... ,. 
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• • • • ~rotest is not the source of 
the inadequacy char~cteristic of most novels 
by NegroesJI but tbe simple f'ailure o~ craft, 
bad writing; the desire to have protest per-
form the difficult task of art~ tbe belief 
that racial suffering, social injustice or 
ideologies of wbateve·r manm1y"""'made variety is 
enougbo O O 0 
o o o o protest is an element of all art, 
tho-µgh i-t does not necessarily take the form 
of speaking for a political or social program. 
It might appear in a novel as a technical 
assault against the styles which have gone 
before, or as protest against the human con-
dition.l 
. " 
Thus, it is not protest with which one must find fault., ,. 
but the failure "O:f craft; it is hot the presence of prob-
,.; . . ~ 
lems that are face_d by only the Negro with which one must 
r 
be concerned (for the ·prob·lems exi_st, · and for· any·· or- the· · 
three authors to deny them would--,).)e folly as well as dis-
"",..r.-= 
.h~nesty) but with how well each or the authors has "tried 
2 
••• to transf'orm these elements into art." 
Native Son, -Go Tell It On The MounttaiE:, and -Invisible 
Man have, of course, certain qualities in common as well 
as certain disparities~ The protagonist or each is a young 
boy ( although the ages differ) approaching ·manhood and 
searching for the meaning of bis life, his identity~ John 
Grimes is the youngest of the three, at fourteen years old. 
·-----"--.----------·· ---·· -· ---- .. --·----·- ····-··- --- -·-
.- ' 
... 
-- -·-··--····· 
older. All three ·live b in Nortb_ern cities, al tqough Elli- ~ ... 
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son's h~~ro bas migrated .from the ·south. Bigger is the 
. • ,I • ' ..,j 
least·intelligerit of the.three while Ellison's hero is the 
most educated, having._.had several years of ·college. Each 
;. \ 
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of the three is., to some degree., an outs.ider. For Bigger, 
life is extremely solitary. He cannot speak_of' his inti-
mate .feelings to · his family and is not understood by his ·· 
friends or girlfriend, nor does he know himself ,well. John,-
,r 
too., lives very much within himself, unable to discuss his 
' \• 
hopes and plans with his family and having few rriends. El-
lison' s hero is very of ten surr·oun.ded · by people,. but is 
'1'"('!. 
invisible to them. Of course the problem which affects all 
three protagonists is race. Each is Negro, and the diffi-
·culty each has in d~scovering bis identity is intensi~ied 
by his color.· 
., 
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blesome, but for most young men the world is one of almos,t 
·limitless possibilities and choice always exists. For the 
Negro, however, the problem of identity is complicated by 
the limits of his world and by the people who wish to choose 
an identity for him. Thus, the religious identity orfered 
to John has in a sense been chosen ror him by the white 
worla, wbicb allowed the Negro race religion as one or the 
.few areas to which it could turn. Ellison's hero, as has 
been shown, is inv~_~;~.!~ ~o ~~.!.t.'?.~ .. :tr1.en, ... V~.fQ_~_t.un .. a ... tel.y_,_ b_e ________ _ 
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: I enti1'le blame for Bigger' s condition on the v1hi te world. ~- ·11 
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As.noted in the chapter.dealin~ with Native·Son, 
Wright's novel is the least i!,artisticu or universal of: the 
three. One cannot separate the novel from its time. Nor 
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is it possible to make Bigger into a living, breathing char-· 
acter. -Ellison notes that 
In Native Son., ~!right began with the 
ideological proposition that what whites think 
of the Negrovs reality is more important than 
what Negroes themselves know it to beo Hence 
Bigger Thomas was presented as a near=subhuman. 
indictment of white oppressiono He was designed 
to shock whites out or their apathy and end the 
circumstances out of l."1hic b v;lright insisted 
Bigger emergedo Here environment is all~-and 
interestingly enough, environment conceived 
solely in terms of tbe physical, the non-con-
scious.j 
~.be limits tba ~ ~re imposed on Bigger by the wbi te world 
certainly do exist, but a work of art, a work of long-last-
ing value, would. also explore the limits imposed ·bn Bigger 
from other sources. As previously noted, the reader is 
told very little of Big:ger 1 s family or bis youth. The 
emotional environment in which he lives is left almost 
-entirel~ to the imagination. If' Bigger has any emotional 
resources to fall back on, the reader is unaware or them. 
Wright's protest is shocking, but his art, sadly enough, 
fails. As Ellison states, 
•• o without arguing Wright's right to his 
personal vision.,, I would say .that he was 
himself a better argument .for my approa-ch 
than Bigger wa.s for biso Ana· so o o • is 
-,-• 
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~of personal realization which I see as a 
saving aspect of Amer~can lifeo Surely 
====-c·---~-,J;hi.s .. much . ca1:1 be admitted ·.· 1r1itbou t denyi·ng·· ·---- -
the injllstice which all_ of' u~ have pro- . 
tested. . · . . 
... 
I Sur.ely there are few who would even attempt to deny 
=--=~·" :..: __ .,,..~· ·_ = 
.. 
that grave injustices have existed and do exis·t in American 
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society.··· -But Bigger is not totally a victim of white op-
pression. How different would be be in ~world of greater 
possibilities? How more able would be be to communicate 
bis personal longings; to gain bis personal desires? 
Wright does not give a full enough portr~it, or an honest 
enough one,· to allow the reader to answer these qy,estions. ,. 
. .. \ .. Wright communieates bis anger master.fully,· and he ha·s, · 
-·· 
certainly, delivered .. an indic trnerit of the wb i te world. His 
. ,) 
.,_ .... ~- . 
novel, however, would be infinitely more mea~ingful if the 
cbaracte~s be portrayed were not stereotyped, if they had 
~ human counternart·s. 
----·---·-----------------··-----------~ .. --
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Wright's commitment to bis thesis distorted bis view 
of reality, so that bis characters i.r,e nei tber re.al nor 
symbolic of reality. Instead they are cardboard figures 
created to illustrate a thesis instead of human nature. 
Bigger's learning that be must accept the responsibility 
for bis crime in order to be free, that, more important, be 
must accept himself, makes him ~lmost human, and at the 
. -
- ~ 
end of' the bo.ok one is almost convinced of his humanity. 
" v 
-=:."1 'oL 
One can only-sympathize., bowev~.r, not empathize. 
--··-·······--········--··--··---,··----·-·------·--·g_i_f.fic..ul.t. to i.dJ~n.tify with .. a . s_ymbol.; . one identi.f.i.es-.. -be.tter ..... ~---····------·-----·· 
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----------·--- ---.----- with a reality.· ·Klein's strictures are correct: 
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. .. di tions have been made · and because the po- · · . · .. 
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. litical necessity is pressing, the Negro· 
novelist ··ru11s the risk· o:f p1~otest literature, 
of collapsing bis tricksy humanity into a 
social plea or a social warningo The tra-
., d.i tion of pr.otest for the Negro can be seen 
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to-be located ultimately in three market-
'able. ghosts: in Uncle Tom., in the Negro wno is white, and in Bigger Thomas, with little 
choice between themo And not only must tbe Negro novelist by pa~ticipating t~ a stereo-type rrustrate the truth of the Negrois indi-
vidual bumani ty ~ after 1-Jbich nothing about politics or any-Negro can be learned~ but he 
risks converting the stereotype in·to bis otr1n personalityo Wben be accepts the stereotype 
~of bis protest as his truth, then his reality bas collapsed into sociology, and be has be-
come bis oi-m propagandao5 .·. . . 
.. Unfortunately., Wright's reality did "collapse into 
so~iology," and Native Son is a lesser work for it. The 
san1e turn toward sociology has been taken by Baldwin, caus-
ing bis frankly protesting, non-fiction essays to .far out-· I 
~··'·'. 
shine his .later works of .fiction, which often try- to· combine----· 
protest with art and fail in much the same way as Nat;ive 
.. Son. Fortunately, Go_ Tell It On Th~ Mountain is rree of· 
propaganda, displaying what Klein calls 
• • • obJ_igations prior to Negro-ness /v1bicb J. Saunders Redding, a prominent Negro critic, 
explains aiJ . . • "·The human condi ~ion,s, tbe discovery of self. Col1ll1lunityo · Identitye Surely this must be achieved before it can be 
.seeri that a particular identity bas a relation 
to a common identity.9 cornrnonly described as buma110 V/J Tbe ser1se or self ivi thin the human 
c~ndition~ the qualities of identity and 
comrnunity.P and the motions between identity 
· and coramrmi ty are just what LBaldwin gna Ellison? earn~ forward to write about0 
.... -...... . 
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-------- ______ _:______ - Baldwin writ·es about a young boy wbo -is quite real to 
establish an identity separate_from the identity offered 
to hi,.m by the colf]MUnity in which he lives. The presence 
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of the white world and its ef~ect on his identity, as well 
as on the identities of his relatives, are indicated subtly 
. 
' ' but powerfully. At the same time., Baldwin, unlike -Wright, 
shows that each of his characters consists of more tban the 
definition imposed by the white world. His characters, in 
their weaknesses and strengths, have qualities in common 
with most men, not only with most. Negroes. John's fumblings, 
bis anguish, his inabi'lity to communicate his neea·s to bis 
family link him with all young men who are poignant because 
they have not yet learned to disguis_e their need. At the 
same time, the specifics o~ his condition (his family's 
religion, bis slum environment, bis color., the problems 
faced by his family only because 0£ their race) make John 
most particularly what be is: a young Negro boy trying. to 
find hL~self in a world in which most young Negroes, as 
well as most y.oung men, are lost. Thus, his problems are 
at once general and speciric; his situation is both common 
and individual. Like most human beings, then, John is- at 
the same time b.oth ordinary and unique. 
Baldwin has created a world that is familiar and dis-
·' 
turbing. His characters are, by and large, real human . ~: 
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This· ·- -- . ··- ···- .. --- . -.... __ --,~·- --· - - -- - ____ ., .. ______ ,. . ..... ·-···· . 
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is not to say that the novel is flawless; one must recog-
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nize Baldwin's over-sympathetic portrait or Richard, his. '3., 
.. 
failure to find some way to a1low John to know of his true 
heritage{~ ·knowledge that is all-important if John is to 
} .. 
•,,._ 
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grow into ru11. manhood), and his allowing John's decision 
to be saved to appear as a permanent one, when· all evidence -~ 
of the.novel points to this decision as the acceptance of 
only a stop-gap identity, assumed by John until be can dis-
cover bis real self. These faults prevent tbe novel from 
,• 
.. ,·. . .. _, . '\ 
being a great one; tbey do not, however, limit it in the 
way that Native Son is limited, nor do they prevent it f'rom 
beirig a fine and sensitive portrait of a young man. The 
novel presents a story that is meaningi'ul now and that will 
continue to be meaningful as long as people try to under-
stand the problems preventing them i'rom living .fully and 
happily with themselves. 
Ellison, too, has written, in Invisible Man, a novel with 
meaning i'or more than one segment or society. Baumbach most 
concisely explains the novel: 
Ellison's novel chronicles a series of 
initiatory experiences through which its 
naive hero learns~ to bis disillusion and 
horror~ the way o~ tbe worldo o o o Invisible 
Man takes place~ ror the most part$ in the 
uncharted spaces between the conscious and. 
the unconscious~ in the semi~lit darkness 
where nightmare verges on reality and the 
external world has all tbe aspects of a 
disturbing dreamo Refracted by satire, at 
.:•, ·-: 
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. times car·toonedJ) Ellison w s tvorld is at once 
·-·--~-~ .. J~ur14lle a.l and -r,e.al, .. c-0mi-c and , t1~agi c, grote~fquEr· ,. .... ----····-···-· · . .-.- .··· ·· 
-··' . 
and no1-';)mal-==our world vieTr1ed in its essen,;,.. · -- -------·----~~------
tialso Though the pro·tagonist of Invisible 
Man is a Southel?n Negro, he is, in Ellis-on' s 
·~--:::-·--·~:::~---~--=-:..'.:.':'.'..::~~~---~--~".'...~'".:..'.:'::'.'-- ~~-~-~-~~~~"..':c:'...-:::::...~~-::... --:--_ · ... - · ... 
rendering. 9 . . , .P ~ of O llnd 1 y ...... a 11 . of .:· u a. 7 °C .••• '"0,"'" .... ,.,,_,._,_, .... O'c -----·~·-'"·"'""!'"r"«O,· 
.... •,:--,.- :··. . ... . . 
,., 
Ellison has stated that he Ullaerstands a bitmor'e about 
himself' as a Negro because literature has taught him some-· 
8 thing or his identity as Western man, as political being, 
. - .. ·\, 
j.' 
. ' 
,,-· 
., 
and in tbe-same way he has created a character wbo is West.: 
ern man., political being firs~, Negro second. The hero 
is buffeted about by various forces and used by certa-in men 
' 
·" 
because··or what he. is as a human., not because of what be is 
as a Negro. And although some situations occur in bis life 
only because he is a Negro, although some of the humilia-
tion'and degradation that be suffers would not happen to a 
white man in precisely the same way, the hero is·invisible 
·.-
(and blind) largely beca~se be is too cowardly to t~ke the 
responsibility for his actions, too timid to assert him-
self, too weak to ''run tpe risk of bis own bumahi ty. 11 
Thus, the narrator is a character who, in his essence, 
is comprehensible to most readers; not only is he compre-
hensible, be is at times uncomfortably familiar. That tbe 
hero is ripe for exploitation, because in many ways it is 
~ ~ ~ easier to be used than to resist, is one of the elements· 
that give the novel its universal quality. That a Negro, 
because of his historical background in America, is often 
riper for exploitation than a white man, that he is too 
often subject to humiliation .. and degradation are truths 
.,. 
. ,. 
e-
··":-. 
.•. 
that give the tvork an added dimension, anotbe1· level of ~·;·--,-·-········· 
•.-, ... , ... ,, -, ....• ---~·-, . .o.-•·•·------·-~ .. -·-·· .... --··--·-
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.. ., ...... _ ... , .. -~ ~ .. ,----- _:.._,_ .. ,..._·:· .... , ....... _ ... ____ ........ --·····-----~-, ............................. ____ . - -,-. 
- --· : . ~ ·- . . . --· .. , ' - . . -··. -.... _ .. ---· ..... ··-·--- ---.. ···. "':' l·-·-···- ... . ........ -- -
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_·_______ _ _____ mea:iiing. Ellisc,n raises bo.th anger_an-d agony to ·th_'Ef level· · ····---·· 
of art and creates a world tba t is r·eal., · disturbi11g, and ~ 
. ··--- .... ............... .. ··--
:· ••. <f._,, ·:.::·-.·:·····-:_··· ..... ----·········::·-··'--········-·······-····: ··"' • c ••.••.•••• , ........... --'. ._,. -·:· --~·:e,.c:i··-_ .. ....... ·····-·· ••"·:···· ""·-·:---.-··:·--.-··:· .. . 
. __ -_-, _______ ~~· ~··· - recogni?:able at -the same time as it is illusionary, chaotic, 
-~ : 
~ .. 
. 
and surreal. Hassan states that 
Ellison, who bas. the formal sense of' a 1 • jazz 
musician and the instinct of a singer of blues, 
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understands that anger. or agony is transient without art. Turbulence, in private or polit-ical life, amounts to a denial of the dignity of mano To acknoi~1ledge the innate dignity of: · mankind is also to reconcile the idea of free-dom prescribed in the founding political doc-uments of P~merica vJi th the violence of a Ilar-lem race rioto Tbe act of reconciliation is an action of what Ellison calls Minds a fact of forrno The 0 Negro question° becomes a question of determining the essence of the human in.a way that tbe questioning and tor- ~ mented mind can graspo The credo is one that· requires him to exploit the resources or irony. And it prompts him o o • to draw upon tbe heal-ing powers of the American joke and Negro blues. 9 
Ellison, then, bas written a work in which tbe elements 
noted by Hassan--irony, tbe American joke, Negro blues--are ~ 
skillfully interwoven with.symbolism, sensitive cbaracter-
iza~on, and surrealistic as well as realistic _description, 
~ to portray a world in essence. The narrator is at once 
the least and the most realistic of all thre~ protagonists, 
the hardest to pin down and the easiest to .identify, the 
least sympathetic but the one-witbWbDmit is easiest to sym-
pathize. He is invisible, but he is man. 
The question, then, to which this study is a partial 
reply, is wt1ether Wrigh_t, ~aldwin, and Ellison· are major 
· artists whose works __ will live beyond the time in which they 
·---···w~r.-e writ-ten, Will be c·omprebei1sible t.o. rnen Who have not 
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· lived through -:the events described,. will be truly ,answe~~_g ____ -----·-----=~~-~--~--==---"'"----= -~ •' .... ··--·· ........ •·" ····-_·, - _____ . ·----···--·- ---- - . . -· --· ·- - --~ - -~ ~-- ---·~·-. --- .. -· - -··· - -- ·- - . ', ·····-·--···. ·- ... . . . •- ··--· .. - ·C • • • •••. • ,, - - • C - ••- • • -
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-,-=·,,===-c-cc,--····-:-===--.P=-~~~--only by time. Artistically, the-1.,e i·s little question that 
p . f' 
Invisible !Jian wi:fl stand up to the rigors of time. It is 
unf'ortunate that Native Son was more propagandistic than 
. ! . 
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""'" ,• 
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· artistic to begin with and seems more so w'i tb · the passage 
· of time. It is difficult to make a judgment on Go Tell It 
-· QB The Mountain, bu~ in many ways it lacks the deep skill 
and artistry necessary to a major work or-art and thus will ~ 
most probably be 'surpassed by other similar but better 
written novels· of its type. · .. 
'·''j.,. .•.••. ,. 
Turning to content, it would seem that as Civil Rights 
becomes less of an important issue, Wright's creation will 
become less of an important work (as it has become already 
less important since its initial publication) while Go 
'. Tell It On The Mountain and Invisible Man, to a greater 
degree, will remain meaningful as long as the essential 
problems confronting human nature remain unsolved. 
'i' . 
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Chapter I. 
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Robert A. Bone, The Negro Novel in America (New Haven, 
1958), p. 2. 
2Tbe importance .of the African ancestry of the majority 
of Amerioan Negroes is usually negligible. · It is virtua.lly 
. ' 
·-··- -- impossible to trace the ancestry of the American Negro who 
is a descendant of slaves beyond the first records of slavery 
in America. Further, the African heritage has played little 
part in the evolution or the culture of the American Negro. 
3Julian Mayfield, "Into the Mainstream and Oblivion, 11 
Tbe American Negro Writer And His Roots--Selected Papers 
from The First Conference of Negro Writers. March, 1959, 
(New York, 1960), p. 33. 
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~ Chapter II 
1Bone, p. 141. In the late twenties, a group of Negro 
writers, includin~ Countee Cullen and Langston Hughes,.wrote 
l· 
'· _,... .. 
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works which were attempts to write beyond protest and which 
very often used folk materials .in exploration o:f the Negro 
world. ·· These writers came to be known "as the nHarlem 
School'." 
2 
Harold R. Isaacs, "Five Writers and Their African 
.. 
Ancestor~.," Pbyl.ol! (Fall, 1960), p. 255. 
3Richard Wright, Native Son, (New York, 1940). All 
~ 
subsequent references in the text will be to Native Son, 
New York: Signet Books, 1964. 
4J. Saunders Redding, "The Alien Land of Richard 
, . 
Wright," Soon, One Morning, ed. Herbert Hill, (New York, 
1963), p. 54. 
5James Baldwin, "Many Thousands Gone,n Notes of!. 
Native Son, (Boston, 196?), p. 30. Hereafter cited as 
"Thousands·. 11 
6 
Ibid., p. 32. 
7 . . 
Baldwin ("Thousands," 'P• 32) states, "The Negro, who 
.,., ~. 
1Q4 
bad been during the magnif'icent twenties a passio_!.lai:i.e. .Jina .... -----... -· ... ··-·-···--
... ··~· ······ .. _' .. ~ ... -·~ . ---·"-········------,-------~- .-.------ ·······-····· ·- . ····--· .. '.. . .. 
_ . ~--. --~ ··· ···de--lightf'ul primitive, now became [i.t'· the time of' th El pub- /. 
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lication of Native Son7 as.one o:f the things we were most 
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self-conscious about, our most oppressed minority, In the 
thirties,_ swallowing Marx whole, we discovered the Worker 
· and realized ••• that the aims of the Worker and the 
••. r 
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aims of the Negro we~e one. Tbi·s theorem 
• • • seems now 
" / 
. to leave rather too much out of account; it became, never-
-
, tneless, ·one of the slogans of the 'class struggle• and 
the gospel o:C the New Negro. n 
~-
8Baldw1n, p. 34. , -
9· 
Ralph Ellison, 1tRichard Wright's Blues," Antioch 
·'Review, V (Summer, 1945}, p. 207. 
., 
·
10Bone, p. 142. ' - . - . - _..:: "·-- - .. 
llRichard Wright, uHow Bigger Was Born, 11 Saturda::z: 
Review, (June·1, 1940), pp-~.3~4,,17-20. 
12To·a . 3 1 • , p. • 
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!' . 13see also Richard Wright, Tbe Outsider, published in 
1953, after WrJght's long exile in France, in which Cross 
Damon, the protagonist, is a culmination of_Wright's con-
cept of the truly exi_stential character. The 1A1ork, al-
though artistically weak, is notable for be~ng one or the 
few consciously existential works in American· literature • 
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2 James Baldwin, Giovanni I s Room, (New York, 1956) • 
~James Baldwin, Another Coun.try, (New York, 1962) • 
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4James Baldwin, QQ. Tell It On The.Mountain., (New York., 
· 1953) •· Subsequent references in the text will be to Go 
- ----- ---~ 
Tell It On The Mountain, New York: Signet Books, 1·963. 
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5 . 
George E. Kent, "Baldwin and tbe Problem of' Being, 11 
CIA Journal, VII, No. 3 (March, 1964), p. 204. 
6 Ibid., P• 206 • 
7wallace Graves, 11 The Question of Moral Energy in 
Baldwin Is Go Tell It On Tbe··--Mountain, fl CLA Journal, vrf·,· 
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No. 3 (~arch, 1964), pp.· 219-220. 
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.... 8 
Ibab Hassan, Radical Innocence: Studies In The 
Contemporary American Novel, (Princeton, 1961), pp. 81-82e 
9Marcus Klein, ,After Alienation, ( ClevelS:nd., 1964)., 
P• 184. 
. .. 
lOibid., p. 179. 
Chapter IV 
l Ralph Ellison; Shadow and Act, (New York, 1964), 
P•. xviii. Hereafter cited as Shadow. 
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Ellison, s·hadow, p. xi. -
~or an instance oi' Ellison's abort . .fiction., see ttA ·• 
Coupla Scalped Indians, n New World 1~riting, Ninth Mentor· 
Edition, (Paperback edition), (New York, 1956), pp. 225-
236. 
5 Ellison, "The Art of Fiction: An . Interview, 11 Shadow, 
PP• 176-177. 
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Ibid. 
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7In a letter from Ellison to the author, dated October 
23, 1963, Ellison explains tbe significance of the 1,369 
lightbulbs as follows: "When I was a boy in Oklahoma, 
players of tbe illegal lottery known as· POLICY always played 
the number.s 3-6-9 after dreaming of fecal matter. These 
figures were listed unde~ this reference in the 1 dream-
books' designed for players of this game and money bet upon 
them was sure to bring a 1 hit 1 • or win. • • • I suppose that 
the underground in which my imagination was operating in 
tba t section o.f .. the novel dredged up that -bit of the sewer -
L 
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quite naturally. • • -. · · 
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·the concentrating of such a blaze of light upon the reader's 
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Theresa Perri Ammirati, the eldest of the three daugh·-
· .. ~. . 
i 
• 1· - ·------~ ters of Gaetano and Theresa Perri, was born· March 29, 1942 
. ~ 
·· in Brooklyn, New York. Educated in the Ne~ York City pub-
lic school system·, she graduated .from l'Je~·-utrecht High 
School, Brook-lyn, New York., in June, 1959. She began 
Brooklyn College, majoring in Comparative ~iterature, in 
September., 1959. While a student there she became en-
-- gaged to' ·Thomas Ammirati· who was· studying Physics at the 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. In 1962, her parents 
·\ 
moved to Lakewood, New ~rsey, and she was no lon,ir able 
to fulfill the residency requirements ro.r eligibility at 
Brooklyn Ccillege. Thu~, in her senior year, she trans-
ferred to Douglass College of Rutgers University in New 
' -
-Brunswio~, New Jersey, where she changed her major to 
Engli.sh. She received her B.A. from Douglass on June 5, 
1963 and was married on June 8. In September, 1963, she 
~\ . 
began graduate work in the Department or English at -
.,. • 'r 
" 
Lehigh, where her husband was completing his M.S.· in 
' -
Physics. 
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